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Along with the new telephone system Installed on the BSU campus last weekend, there
came an entirely new set of instructions on how to use the phone. Uncertainty will
, probably fade as Boise State gets used to the system, but right now many phone users
are approaching the pushbutton sets with caution. .
While the Installment of the new
telephone system at BSU .canmean very little to many of its
users, to the offices and officials It
means a new way to put callers on
hold, the freedom to transfer a
call, and the uncertaInty (for now)
of operating an unfamiliar piece of
equipment. To the taxpayers, 'it
can mean less public expense -
possibly.
Installation of the "Dlrmnslon"
system, which uses pushbutton
phones, was completed over the
campus last weekend. It replaced
the old "centrex" system, which
Dr. Asa Ruyle, BSU Vice Presi-
dent for financial affairs, said was
unmanageable and overloaded.
"Many times," he said, "you
could dial nine and the circuits
would be busy. You couldn't even
call out ofthe university." Ruyle
also pointed out that no new
numbers could be added to the
centrex as it stood.
Senator
Highlight
Sen. Frank Church will keynote
the flrst-ever "BSU Preview" day,
a sort of open house, Wednesday,
Feb. 14. All departments on
campus will participate In the day
that Is designed to Inform the
public about BSU and its academ-
ic and vo-tech programs.
Activities begin at 10 amwith a
general meeting and CI1urch's
keynote speech, plus a welcomeby
president John Keiser In the.
Student Union Ballroom~ Then
Farenthold
Conference
by Kathleen O'Brien
Sissy Farenthold began her
speech at BSU Saturday with an
expression of amazement at the
number of displaced Texans In the
audience, many of whom had
worked in her .unsuccessful cam-
paigns for governor of Texas in
1972 and 1974. Currently the
president of Wells College in New
York, Farenthold was in Boise as
the keynote speaker at a confer-
ence on "Idaho Women and the
Law: Independence of Self."
The conference was co-spon-
sored by Boise State and the
YWCA, and financed by a grant
from' the. Association for the
Humanities in Idaho. Two days of
workshops and speeches, coordln-
ated by Tina Atexandercsn, exam-
ined the "use of law In other '
Instl.tutions, such as religion and
the family, that directly influence
the life of women."
, Ms. Farentliold is the first
woman to be nominated for vice-
president of the United $tates, and
served as first chairperson of the
National Women's Political cau-
cus from 1973 to 1975. Stressing
the concept of "self help," she
stated that the first courses on
women's constitutional rights
were taught at NYU law school in
1971. Twenty percent of lawyers
are now women. In Washington,
.p.C., the Coalition of Women
Appointments lobbies to place
women in government positions.
Ms. Farentholdpointed out that
in Idaho, according to a study by
the International Women's Year
Commission,"on paper, the
rights of homemakers are well·
protected. "
Admitting that "never has any
Inferior group fought SOhard to
'
9·1·,·· r
Cost of replacement was about Switchboard equlpment has been
$60,000, which was paid over twp reduced from "a roomful to a few
years. Basic service charges, cabinets ... So far it's beenworking
based on an estimate made two well. Of course, we're going to
years ago when the system was have little qutrks and quits. Once,
first considered, wlll probably rise asa matter of fact, It shut down on
by about, $30,000 per year. How- us completely. But as we get used
ever, the reduction of costs In to running the system, it should be
phone Installation and call transfer more reallable," Ruyle said. He
can drive the overall expense expects the equipment to last BSU
down, Ruyle said. A full cost about 25 years, he added.
comparison statement from Moun- Most. of the phones on campus,
taln Bell Is expected within a . will be able .to transfer calls,
week. forward calls, arrange for automa-
The drastic redution of Installa-.. tic callback on a busy fine, signal
tlon cost - from $14per set to near other extensions to indicate a
$2, according to Ruyle - was one caller is trying to get through, and
~easonfor the timing of the overall perform many other special func-
Installation, right before the tions. Residential phones on cam-
Schoolof Education moves into the pus, however, will not have ,so
new Sclence-Educatton complex. many advantages; right now they
on campus. "These things come cannot even' hold calls.
Lipoften, there's really no way to Dave Boerl, assistant director of
tell before a year is over how much Student residential fife, said extra
the system is going to save costs," expense for these features .In.dorm
he said. phones would probably fall on the
students. "We'll try to get their
impLit on whether these features
should be added... we're looking
into the possibility of adding
services for the (student) resident
advisors, but it will baSically bOll
down to-the expense."
For those who 'have the phones
with. the features,' here's a run.
down on some procedures:
to hold a call, since there are no
"Hold"b~tons, push down the
swltchhook,listen for three beeps
and ad/a1tone, and push *4.
DON'T HANG UP. You should
hear a dall tone; dial'*3, Wyou.
heard a beep' or two or three
Church To
BSU Rreview
visitors can spend the rest of the
day attending the displays, dem-
strat/ons, .skits, films, lectures,
concerts and tours that are plan-
ned. Actlvltles will run to 9 pm so
parents and others can 'attend
after working hours.
AcCording to organizer Jen'y
Davis, director of university and
high school relations, students
from all. Idaho schools and others
interested InBSU are welcome to
attend the event. @ CONTINUED PAGE 13
Heartens
Audience
remain inferior," Farenthold
spoke about the fear women have
of alien institutions such as law
and government, and their desire
to stay within the safe confines of
the family. Despite the "resis-
tance of society and ourselves,"
the Equal Pay Act of 1963 was
passed to give women legal
equality. ,
In 1970a complaint was filed by
the Women's Economic Alliance
against all Instttutlons of higher
education, alleging sex discrimi-
nation; Consequently, in 1972the
Equal Pay Act was extended to
,academicemployment. Title Nine,
most .directly applied to athletics,
also prohibits sex discrimination in
areas of counsellnq, financial aid,
houslnq, health services, and'
employment. Although primarily
"a revolution on paper," she said,
"I guess that's Where it has to
start, "
"The future;" says Sissy Far-
enthold, "holds a glimmer of a
society of equality. " Women were
barred from higher education from
Harvard's founding in 1636 until
1837when Oberlin College admit-
ted its first woman. Oberlin main-
tained itself through farming, and
women were admitted to take care
of traditional "woman's work,"
she explained. The first woman to
graduate with honors' was not
. allowed to read her sJ)('SCh.
Today, an "exciting explosionof
knowledge in the area of women's
studies" is helping young women
overcome masculine biasand trad-
ition in universities, but, Ms.
Farenthold fears, "no institution
of higher education is teaching
young men about a world of
equality." .
CONTINUED PAGE G
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Unequal
(CPS)-It took Debbie Newby
months of petitioning and plead-
ing to get Eastern Carolina Uni-
versity to act on a law that had
been on the. books six years.
In the end, Newby, along with
four other ECU students, per-
suaded ECU administrators to
begin treating the gross inequities
between women's and men's
sports-differences prohibited by
Title IX of the federal Education
Amendments of 1972. The biggest
impediment, Newby recalls, was
that both ECU officials and the
lawyer who helped the Students
"weren't very informed at all
about Title IX-or rather they
didn't realize the importance of
the law."
. Since its passage in 1972, Title
IX has prohibited sex discrimina-
tionin schools receiving federal
.,?.k,RAC~--
n,. EQUAL/..
/mJlnrnc PROGA8IDS
support. But it took three years for
HEW to come up with "how-to"
rules, and then schools were given
three years to comply.
But the July, 1978, deadline saw
schools in compliance to be the
exception, not the rule. Punish-
ment for non-compliance is with-
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drawal of federarrunds amounting
to $12.2 billioh for all colleges. So
far no school has been penalized.
HEW came out last month with
a new set of rules, the toughest
yet. By next septemter schools
will have to prove' "substantially
equal per-caplta expenditures" for
I male and female athletes in such
"financially measurable areas" as
scholarships, recruitment, equip-
. ment, travel and publicity.
Before the new regulations,
HEW did not demand dollar-for-
dollar equality. Spending more on
men's sports waso.k. as long as
"the patterns of expenditure did
not result in a disparate effect on
opportunity. "
There is a loophole. The new
Title IX regs also allow unequal
spending: if the differences are
"based on non-discriminatory
factors such as the costs of a
particular sport, or the scope of
competition (national as opposed
to local or regional)." This "loop-
hole," say many women's athletic
directors, will allow. continued
large-scale funding to maintain
the large-scale male sports.
Gloria Ray, director of women's
athletics at the .University of
Tennessee, thinks the best results
will be. gained' by women working
through their own local adminis-
trators, not through HEW regula-
tions.
Which sounds a lot like Debby
Newby'S theory. The ECU'
women's athletic department's
budget has doubled' slnce her
complaint, as has the scholarship
fund. It gets recruitment money
for the first time.· The basketball
team now has a full-time coach,
and women in ECU's eight sports
will be able to use three locker
rooms, instead of one. According
to Newby, It's possible for five
students and a lot of time and
patience to make an impact where
HEW can't.
•i/2 Block So.
of University
on Broadway
NOW
OPEM
UNTIL
iOPM·
How does BSU stack-Up In
funding women's athletics? Ac-
cording to the Idaho Statesman,
not too well. While spending the
most for men's sports (a whopping
$542,500 for football alone, by far
he largest budget in the state)
BSU spends the least OIl women's
sports; a trifling $100,000 for ~II
women's sports combined. ThIs
compares unfavorably with
$229,000 at ISU and $218,000 at U
of I, despite their substantially
smaller enrollments.
v -Test pposed
By Representatives
by Charles Ettinger
The Idaho House agreed to
abolish the mandatory syphilis test
for marriage-license applicants.
after hearing Friday that only two
cases had been detected by the
tests in the last· 15 years.
The House bill, w'hich passed
51-19, and now goes to the Senate,
does, however, require female
applicants to be tested for rubella.
Sponsor Chris Hooper, R-Boise,
said the last two cases detected by
the tests were in the 1960's, and
the regulation was unnecessary.
.MOW OPE~
Q) SOUP
0 SALA.D
(i) SANDWICHES
0 DIEER
19 WIME
• SODA
Young people have spent
$25,250,000 over the years to find
two cases, said Hooper, who was
shepherding his first bill through
the house. .
•'We are not stopping the spread
by conducting the test at this
particular time," Hooper said.
. "We are forcing our young new-
lyweds, some of whom may be
pure, to spend $164,000 a year in
lab fees alone."
Hooper ran into heavy opposition
from Rep. Wendy Ungricht,
R-Boisc, ",1110 cited a statistic that
there were 64,226 cases of infect-
ious syphilis reported. in the
country last year.
"It's on the rlse, " Ungricht said.
"Even though' the act which
transmits this disease is illegal,
many people are still doing It."
She said she did not believe the
only persons who "do this are not
getting married."
Referring to comments on syphilis
in California, Hooper said that if
legislators were concerned about
Californians importing the dis-
ease, "let's get our doctors at the
border and test them as they come
in."
Hooper told spectators and his
colleagues that King Henry VIII,
AI Gapone, and Wild Bill Hickock
had syphilis, and Belhaven lost his
hearing from it. "The Poet Keat's
love sonnets were too successful -
he too suffered the Same afflict-
ion," he said.
Hooper said the medical profess-
ion "is solidly behind this bill."
The debate was viewed by dozens
of visiting schoolchildren in the
House gallery.
The present law bars a county
recorder from issuIng a marriage
.license unless the applicant has a
certificate from a doctor that he or
she has been examined for vener-
eal disease, and has received a
standard blood test for syphilis.
The license cannot be Issued
unless the physician certifies the
applicant either Is not Infected by
venereal disease, or if he or she is,
It. cannot be given to another
I person. CONTINUED PAGE 7
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Back
by Chuck Bufe
"God is not dead-he's living In
Argentina."
-Anonymous-
Since its inception, the Right-to-
Live Movement has shown real
mastery of the use of emotionally
charged terms and analogies. One
of the Right-to-Lifers' favorite
devlces has been the. equation of
women who have abortions, and
the doctors and nurses who per-
form those abortions, with the
Nazis who murdered six million
Jews. While that analogy Is useful
for stirring emotions, it contri-
butes nothing to a reasoned de-
bate on the question of whether or
not the state should deny women
access to abortion.
A more germane pursuit is to
compare the positions of the Naxis
on sex, the family, the role of
women and abortion, with the
positions of the orqanlzatlons be-
hind the Right-to-Life Movement
(the Right-to-Life Movement is not
a popular movement in the true
sense, but, rather, is a front group
for religious organizations, those
being the Roman Catholic Church
and the Mormon Church.)
As regards sex, the Nazis were
very puritanical. In The Mass
Psychology of Fascism, Wilhelm
Reich provides a good example of
this; he quotes a news item dated
Hamburg, August 1933: .
Concentration Camp for 'immoral'
Aquatic Athletes.
The Hamburg police depart-
ment has instructed its force to
keep a sharp eye on the behavior
of aquatic athletes who often 'fail
to observe the simple rules of
public morals.' The police depart-
ment gives public notice to the fact
that it intends to take drastic steps
against rowbOi:lterswho violate its'
regulations, and to put them in
concentration camps so that they
can learn decency and morality.
That sounds a great deal like
"muscular Christianity" inaction.
And it is. The repression of
sexuality lies at the heart of
religion. Reich puts it like this:
"Regardless of the content of the
mystical experience, .It is essen-
tially the negation of genital
strivings. It .is essentially sexual
defense...The sexual act is experi-
enced as something degrading ...
The warding off of orgastic desire
forces the ego to forril compulsive
conceptions of 'purity' and 'per-
fectlon.' .. As a concrete example
of this phenomenon, one needs
but to consider the cult of the
Virgin Mary. Her "purity" (read
chastity) has been extolled to
neariy countless generations of
Catholic children, and within the
Church she has beenmade Into an
asexual object of special devotion-
because of her "purity," of
course.
In regard to the function of
sexuality, especially female sexu-
ality the attitude of the Nazis Is
illustrated by the follOWing taken
from an address by Dr. F. Ham-
burger to, the German Medical
Profession, printed i~ Wiener
Klinische Wochenschflft, 1939,
translated in Readingson Fascism
and National Socialism: " ...w0-
men must be encouraged to give
birth during twenty years of
married life to eight or ten and
even more children ...She must
decide as a mother of children to
lead a life full of sacrifices,
devotion. and unSelfishness.:."
That position correspondsnicely
with'the catholic Church's long-
standing Insistence that the pur-
In The USSA
plains why women are generally Thus seen, the family is not
more socially, and politically reac- essential to the survival of society;
tlonary than men-the, habit of it is, though, essential to the
dornestlc servitude is transferred survival of society in its present
to the political/social realm. It also hierarchical, authoritarian form.
explains why religion, with~s __ And what of..abortiOD? The
conceptsof the world as a "veil of positions of the Catholic and
tears," and of "heavenly re- Mormon Churches are well
wards," is so attractive to women. known. The position of the Nazis
2. The family also serves to on abortion was spelled out in the
sexually repress men, for the same Volkischer Beobachter; "This
reason (monogamy). For men, view (that the large family must be
however, even though they may be preserved) is... strictly opposed to
(and the vast majority are) virtual ,the repeal of paragraph 218 (the
slaves in industry or in some section of the Gerrnan code out-
bureaucratic maze; the family lawing abortion),and it holds
provides an outlet. Due to their pregnancy to be inviolable. The
economic dominance and larger termination of pregnancy is at
physical size, men are free to variance with the meaning of the
tyrannize their wives and children. fami Iy... the termi nation of preg-
3. Children brought up in a nancy would mean the final des-
typical sexually repressive family truction of the large family." (op.
early on accept sexual repression Cit.)
(the repressed energy being chan- In continuing debate over wo-
neled into religious mysticism). men's right to control their own
They also become very quickly bodies will the real stormtroopers
accustomed to authoritarian rela- please'stand up!
tlons being the norm In social
relations.
The family is a microcosm of
present-day society; it's a rigidly
hierarchical structure with bosses
(husbands), and subordinates
(wives and children). Reich was
correct when he stated that, "It is
the authoritarian family that rep-
resents the foremost and most
essential source of reproduction of
every kind of reactionary thinking;
it is a faetorywhere reactionary
thinking and reactionary struc-
tures are produced."
For a fuller discussion of the
points raised in this piece, I'd
recommend the following: The
Sexual Revolution and The Mass
Psychology of Fascism, both by
Wilhelm Reich, and, especially,
Authoritarian Conditioning, Sex-
ual Repression, and The Irrational
in Politics, by Maurice. Brinton,
which is available only from. the
publisher, Black & Red,Box 9546,
Detroit, MI 48202-the cost is' a
modest $.75.._ '®
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10. In Front of TV
11. At Work
12. Chem Lab
13. In '(our Car
14. At Home
15. With Your Loves
16. Behind Teach's .Back
17. Greek Partys
18. With Beer
19. In the Library
20.' Housesitting
21. In the Kitchen
22. Sunday Night Flick
23. Without Beer
24. At the Neighbors
25. PE 132
26. Keiser's Office
'E. Photo Lab
28. Julia Davis zoo
29. Vo-tech Lounge"
. 30. Toga! Toga! Toga!
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32. During the Party
33. At Bul/"Sessions
34. Faculty Meetings
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37. After Basketball Game
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40. RE. Gibb Bridge
41. His Place
42. Or Yours
43. After the Party
44. Psyche Class
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46. Heaven
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48. In a Phone Booth
49. Business Bldg
50, Where You're At
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pose of sex is "procreation," and
with its condemnation of contra-
ceptives and Its attempts to deny
access to them. Thus, the Nazis
and the Church are in full agree-
, ment that the proper sexual func-
tion of worrien-isasbaby factories.
As you would suspect, given the
above, the stands taken by the
Nazis and the Church regarding
the family are in close accord. In
their propaganda, the Nazis
stressed their support for that
institution.' The October 14, 1931
issueof the Volkischer beobachter
stated: "The large family is to be
preserved ... as a valuable ·indls-
pensable part of the German
people ... national morality and
national culture find their strong-
est support in it ... " (quoted in the
Mass Psychology of Fascism]..
Like the Nazis, both the Catholic
and Mormon Churches make a
fetish of their support for the
family. As you'd expect, large
families are considered ideal in
both religions.
The Nazis were under no illu-
sions as to the social function of
the family. Hitler put it like this:
"It (the family) is the smallest but
most valuable unit in the complete
structure of the state."· (From
Mein Programm, quoted in Athor-
itarian Conditioning, sexual Re-
pression, and The Irrational in
Politics, by Maurice Brinton.)
Christian concepts of the func-
tion of the family are similar to
those of the Nazis, but' are
generally couched in softer terms: .
Christian literature abounds with
references to the family as the
guardian of morality, and as the
guardian of social order.
As "the smallest but most
valuabl~ unit in the complete
structure of the state," the family
functions in the following manner:
1. It places women in a position
of subservience to, and depend-
ence upon, men. Its concomitant,
monogamy, serves to sexually
repress women. To make this
situation (subservience and re-
pression) bearable, those in it
must have a strong belief in its
essential rightness. This belief In
the essential rightness of sexual
repression and domestic subser-
vience, combined with the mental
attitudes acqulred during years of
such bondage, in large part ex-
Come In and talk with us.
We've skied lor years. Our enthusiasm Is contaqloual
----'-.....:....-._-_.~
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reconsideration of the secondshaft
to be substantially remodeled,"
instead of replacing It with the
smaller size elevator. "I do lhink
that the addition of the second
elevator has made It less difficult
for handicapped students and It
does not prevent the math depart-
ment from transpOrting the com-
puter," Mecli added.
Vice President of Financial
Affairs Dr. Asa Ruyle said, "The
existing freight 'elevator will be
brought up to safety codesand the
smaller elevator will be sold to the
state department of public works
for credit. " According to Ruyle the
work on the freight elevator will
begin as soon as possible. Ruyle
said he felt "everyone is satis-
fied" with "no financial loss to
anyone."
According to students and fac-
ulty in the geology department,
the elevator interferes with study-
ingand meetings held in the.
conference room/seminarliibrary
which is adjacent to the elevator.
Geophysics student Mike Hiner
said, "The noise is 'so loud you
can't study in the conference
room." '
snawver said that they were
presently waiting for someparts to
arrive before proceeding with the
remodeling of the freight elevator.
"Once the parts arrive, it wiil be
about a week betore the job is
completed," he said.
Hiner also complained that the
, door to the conference 'room was
reinstalled in violation of the
building code. The door opens
mward instead of outward as
building reg'ulationsdictate. One
now has no doubt' as to where one
is because the sign "Conference
Room, Seminar, Library" tsseen
from inside the room.
The geology students originally
-questloned the need for the con-
struction of the elevator and did
not feel the 'location chosen' was
necessarily the best possible site:
According to Hiner, the renovation
· of the exlstlnq freight elevator,
including lowering the buttons and
easier accessibility to handicapped
students, would have been suffi-
cient to comply with the state
building regulations.
Dr. Ruyle said he was aware
that there were a few problems
with the new elevator, but that the
old elevator was never devised to
.cerry passengers, and once It Is
brought up to safety codes It will
be used primarily, for freight.
It is annoying, Dr. JamesApple-
gate pointed out, to seea coupleof
healthy athleteS using the eleva-
tor, because the noise generated
by each use interferes with faculty
meetings as well as student con-
centration, he said.
Elevator leaves Students, Unhappy
by K. Libucha
Neither handicapped students
nor the geology department who
use the Science Building are
pleased with the newly installed
elevator. In addition, two narrow
elevators were purchased, both
too small to transport equipment
from one floor to another.
Handicapped geology major
Stuart Salo expressed his dismay
with the completed elevator, "For
one thing the door is so narrow it Is
dltficutt to maneuver, and for
another the time before the doors
close is too short." sale's wheel-
chair was "caught" on one parti-
-cular occasion upon entering the
elevator.
According to' Salo and other'
handicapped students who have
used the elevator, It is too small to
turnaround in, which makes It
necessary to either back lnto the
elevator .or back out of It. VVhen
entering the elevator in ~ forward
position, It Is Impossible to reach
the buttons. In Salo's particular
case he must always have another
person .accompany him on the
elevator.
The current problems, -handi-
capped students agree, indicate
the lack of foresight in the
planning and design of the new
elevator on behalf of wheelchair
students.
The architect of the project,
Chet Shawver, said the elevator
doors were set at five seconds
before the doors close, "more or
less the recommended time' for
handicapped students. We can set
it at anything that would be easier
for handicapped students, II he
added, but explained that he had
not been notified of the problem.
Jim Shearer of the Public Works
Department said he had not heard
about the timing problem either.
"I am sure that an adjustment can
be made to changethetlmlng," he
said. Shearer said he would con-
tact the' elevator company and
correct the error as soon as
possible. .
Two elevators of the same size
were purchased, one for the new
elevator and one to Install In the
exIsting 'freight elevator shaft.
Upon the realization that a table
size computer would not be trans-
portable In the size elevator,.
math department chairman Dr,
William Mech suggested. "The
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Th
So now we've recognized.main-
land China. I wish I knew what
that means. I can Imagine two old
acquaintances wcilklng through
the lobby of a hotel In New York.
When their eyesmeet, recognition
comesfirst as a trickling memory,
and then as each takes longer to
explore the familiar face that
stares back, full recognition comes
flooding in and they exclaim, "I
recognize you! I:XJn't tell mel
Those same squlnty eyes, that
same funny jacket. .. you're ... '.
you're ... Red China!!!" To which
the shorter of the two replies,
"Well slap my bamboo shoots, I'd
recognize that' Imperialistic nose
and that polyester leisure' suit
anywhere! Why, It's the United
. States of America! What the heck
are you doing here? We'll have to
get together and Taiwan on."
'Now this Is where It gets
complicated. These two old friends
recognize. one another and sud-
denly another old friend who said
he was China leaves town and he
,som6how doesn't recognize, the
U.S. of A. any longer. Apparently
this is' some sort of trauma-
Induced' amnesia.
All seriousnessaside, the Impli-
cations of this recognition are far
,reaching. As What's His Name,
the representative of mainland
China, takes a tour around our
country, the major commotion is
coming from the business sector.
As Ameri~'ll businessmen begin
to realize the awesomesize of the
potential market in the far east,
they salivate collectively. And who
can blarr.e them? The Chinese can
only gain from the newavailability
of advancoo technology goods,
and the American businessman is
more than willing to help him.
Here's where the plot really
begins to get thick. The U.S. of A.
is soexcited about trading with the
Chinese the government Iswilling
to loan' mqney to the Chinese
- practically interest free. You see,
in recent years, the United States'
foreign investments have begun to
payoff and we are now ~rlnQlnQ
European
MOtors'··Bnc.
Specializing In',
VW,Porsche, .
Audi,
, ,Repairs
& Sales
AW .r te the Expettsr
Rudy Quam,?
Owner-Mgr.
x:
home some of the' profits. The
government calls that 'a trade
deficit and taxes the average man
in order to remedy the situation. '
Only a year ago, Americans in a
supposedly free country were pro-
hlbited by faw from trading in
"most commodities with the Chi-
nese. Now things have suddenly
changed and the taxpayer Is going
to pay the Chinese to trade with
Americans through subsidized
long term low Interest loans. Now,
this is where I get totally lost.
Somehow, something happened
when the U.S. recognized China.
Trading with the Chinese went
from criminal status to status
symbol. The question I would like
to ask is, why can't free people In a
free country' do business with
whoever they want to? For years,
our country was denied Chinese
goods; now we are giving them
ours.
What Is this nonsense about
recognition or non-recognition?
It's grown up games that people
who like to make other people'S
decisions play for kicks. Must our
country remain mired in 18th
century politics? If the govern-
ment was limited to necessary
functions ·and Individuals were
free to recognize whoever they ,
wanted to recognize, the, present
China-Taiwan controversy would
be as meaningless as It shoula pe
in a truly free society.
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Political Scl,DI1U.lt Etc.
CAMPUS
CAPSUL'E
Idaho', one pereent tnltlattve will get seme
closa 6Cholarly attentlon from the etate'a
political aclcntlSla Who will gather at Boise
State Unlveralty Feb. 9-10 for the annual
Idaho Political sclcnce Aasoclatlon conven-
tion. All a958looa will be held In the Nez
Perce room of the Student Union BUilding.
Professora from the Slate's three unlveraltl98
will present their resaarch on the Initiative at
a Friday afternoon panel sesslon that runs
2-4 pm.
But the controversial tax Initiative won't
be the, only topic the political 6Cholars will
cover. On Friday morning between 9:1()'
11:40 wn research papers on Spain, Iran and
other foreign polley topics will be given. All
sesslcns are open to. the public, according to
organizer Dennis Donoghue of BSU.
Financial Aid FCImlI: Do you need help
filling out your Financial Aid Forms? Help
has arrived I Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday from 1 :()()-4:00 prn, and Tuesday WId
Thursday from 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm, you can
get your questions answeredby stopping In
Room 124 of the Administration Building
during these times WId daya listed above,Intervlewa
U of 0: The U~lverSlty of Oregon will be
visiting the campus to conduct Interviews lor
Interested students, WId to Inform those
Interested of their greduate progrwns.
Interviews are being achedulod for February
20; students may sign up In Room 117, Ad
Building, &lid obtain more Information,
On-campus Interviews for employment
and placement have been set for the month
of February, according, to the oflce of Career
and Financial Services. They are: Feb. 7.
K-Mart sporting gooda, manaqerna '
trainee; Feb. 8, Hewlett Packard, gener
WId cost accounting; Feb. 12, First Nation
Bank of Oregon, management, resl esta
IOWI, WId corporate banking trainees; FeD.
15, Boise Cllscade Corp., sates and/or
production trainee; Feb. 20, Unlveralty of
Oregon College of Buslnoss, orllduate
school; Feb. 22, Pay 'n save, retall
manaqement trelnee: Feb. 28, NCR, market-
lng/sales repreaentative.
For further Information, contact the C&FS
office, room 117 In the Administration
building, 385-1664.
WSU: Washington State Unlveralty Gradu-
ate School will be on campus FeDruary 14, to
conduct Interv;Sws for Interestod students.
For turther Inlormatlon, contact Room 117,
Ad Building. ~o majors are speclflod.
Solar Eclipse
Bolsa State University will sponsor twO
free workshops to help Inform the public
about th6 coming Feb. 26 solar ecllpsa WId
how tovlew It. The lectures will run Feb. 20
In Science 106 WId Feb. 21 In Education 112
on the BSU campus. Both evenings Joel
Siagg and BSU astronomer John Allen will
lead an Illustrated presentation of the
eclipse, beginning at 7:30 pm. Then at 6:45
pm they will conduct a workshop on how to
safely view and photograph the event.
In' addition to the workshops, BSU
Department of Physics, Engineering and
Physical Science will sponsor a recorded
phone message beginning Feb. 9 80 the
public can receive free Information aboutthe
eclipse, BSU's open telescope sessions, and
other astronomical events: 385-3n5.
An eight v.ook course on guiding the
sexual development of foster children will
begin Feb. 15 from 7:30 to 9:30 pm In the
Boise State University Staff D6velopment
Genter 801 Reserve Slf'oat. Bolse, Susan
Lavelle, esu Foster Parent "-'alnlng dlractor
for the BSU Title XX Training Grant, will
Instruct the course Whlchwlll be offered tree
of charge. Thosa enrolled In the class may
oarn one academic credit from BSU. Tuition
'costs will be paid by the training grant, and
babyalttlng costs Incurred While allendlng
the class will be reimbursed. For further
Information about the course, call the Stafl
DoIIelepment Genter, 384-3127.
Women'. Alliance
Women's Alliance Is having l! potluck
dinner WId mgetlng to plan for a Spring
presantatlon tor women at: Multi-Cultural
Genter, 2256 University Drive, Tuesday,
February 13, 1979, 6:00 pm. Please come
and share your Ideas, everyone Is welcome.
NOW AVAILABLE IN BOISE
0, 'BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS"
o DISCO SYSTJ;MS
o INTERCOM SYSTEMS
o OUTDOOR PA SYSTEMS
RENTALS 8- LEASING AVAILABLE
Disco Systems W/Lites as low as , '159.95 mOo.
" '211 No. 8th & Overland
1\ Pam Shopping Center
Serving the Norlh"bl i~5 ~Sta~l~es~~~rn~~-~~..~
. ':.
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heReSummaries 01 news Items not reportedlocally, complied, from sources Indicated.by Richard smith - fthe.Warl
1122;79
-Pravda approved the opposition to the Shah
of Iran and said the faltering qf U.S. support
for the Shah should come as a warning to
governments who rely on U.S. ald.
-Boarding schools for Indian children cost
$157 million/year for 16,562 students, most
of them Navajo. The schools are Widely
criticized for breaking up Indian families.
1/21179
-Since the military swing to the right last
year In Portugal, aristocrats have' boOn
returning from exile, businesses which had'
been nationalized have been Indemnified,
and large OBlates, though reduced from
pro-Revolutionary days, have been returned
to their lormer landowners. A sense of
gradual progressivism Is growing. The SocI~I-
lst Parly Is expected to remain the strongest
political tnstttutlon.
-A consortium 01 Industrial nations Is
planning to pool resources lor the construc-
tion of a gigantic fusion reactor that would
produce more energy than It consumes.
-Morris Udall, chairman of the House
Interior Committee, said he will hold hear-
Ingson the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
relectlon of the Rasmussen report, which had
claimed the chances of an accidental disaster
at a nuclear reactor to be Infinitessimal.
1/20/79
-Natural gas' production In the USSR
Increased by 10% las! year. Production 01
other commodities graw somewhat but not as
much as planned. Overall, heavy Industry
grew by 5%, consumer Industry by 4%. all
and gas are the USSR's major earners of
,western currency., •
'-NATO countries are considering develop-
Ing a missile that could reach Into the USSR
from western Europe,whlch the missiles now
deDloyed there cannot dlh
.... rhe GAO suggested thaI as much as 14%
of the dressed meat In supermarkets may
have Illegal residues of carclnDgenlc and
mutagenic chemicals. ,The GAO said a
previous Ag 'Dept. study was Insufficient.
That study had suggested Dnly 2% DI the
meat was contaminated.
-M. Wesley Swearingen, a former FBI
, agent, has told the Justice Dept. 1hat
corruption Is pervaslve.ln the FBI. In the 1as1
16 months he has accumulated numerous.
examples.
-Patenis were Issued on a number of useful
Items this week. One Is a compound of starch,
acrylDnltrlle, 'I1I1da monomer that can absorb
5000 times Its weight In water. Another Is a
portable hemedlalysls apparatus lor treat-
ment Df kidney disease. Another Is a davlce
which will clear a fire hose Df water and Injoel
air to aid trapped firemen. Also, glasses
made by Marks Polarized Corp. which will
allow wearer to see color pictures In 3D.
WASHINGTON POST
1/24/79
-Established writers and artists 01 the USSR
have created a new journal, called Metrepol, '
which challenges Soviet censorship.. '
-Travelers coming Irom the Contral African
Empire said soldiers from .Zalre were used
there to quash a student rebellion. Impover-
lshed conditions In !fle 'Empire have In-
. creased tension there. Zaire and the Empire
are ames. ' ' , .
-Acordlng to Jack Anderson, the Admlnls-
tratton and several senators have worked out
a deal to drastically reduce services to the
handicapped that were expected from last
year's amendment to.1he Rehabllllation A~.
1123/79
-According to former Army psycnologlsl,
Dr. Miles Yeagley, the Incidence 01 child
abuse among military families stationed at
Ft. Carson Is 2 to 3 times higher than at the
nearby town of Colorado Springs. Dr.
Yeagley thinkS tnlS proolCm IScommon to all
."Ilitary families, and he associates the cause
with the military environment.
-By the mid-1960's the wealthy 011 nations
may faco a balance of, payments deficit,
according to a Rand Institute report. Mllllary
and economic development expenditures are
the primary reason.
-Jack Anderson reports anti-racketeering
. Investigators In the Labor Dept. have had
their efforts stymied by their superiors.
BOISE BOOK FARM
- Supplement Your Class Needs. Term Paper
Material from Art to Zoology. Old, SCarce,rare
and Like New Books, Paper BaCks,'magazines
& Records.'
826Majn St., Old Alexanders Bldg, 342-6909
1121/79 '
-The EPA Is planning to relax urban smog
standards. Presently, only 2 cities, Honolulu
and Spokane, meet the standards. With a
50% jnerease In allowable levels 20 cities
would be In compliance.
-Even Without the Increases for the military
In carter'a new budget, defense contractors'
business has been doing quite well.
-The DEW (Dlalant Early Warning) system
Ismore automated now than whsn 11 began 15
years ago. Its main function now Is to doubled
check on satellites data.
-The EPA OBllmates 20,000 Jpbs have been
lost because 01 envlro,1mental standards,
600,000.Jobs have boOn created by pollution
control expenditures. Product saretv stand-
ards have reduced Inf8(lt deaths by 40%.
200,000 citizens would be dead today but lor
car and highway safety standards since 1960.
Business cries about costs of safety and
pollution regulations have been highly exag-
gerated,. especially In eomparlson to the
benefits.
-A microscope look at oral bacteria should
be a must for every dental patient. Dally
dental care should also Include flossing and
brushing with baking soda, salt, and hydro-
gen peroxide, '
~ monarchies remain In the world today.
1/20/79
-The Arjanlnangun area of Indonesia has
become so Infested with rats that the local
government had demanded a "dowry" of 25,
rats from couples before they can be married.
It has also ordered every school child to catch
at least 3 rats/day. The rice crop has been
devastated there In recent weeks.
-Australia will sell China 2.5 million tons of
wheat. The $265 million deal Is the largest
China has signed In 20 years.
-Several key old-line Maoists of China's
ruling Politburo have corne under consider-
able criticism during recent weeks. Signifi-
cant personnel shako-ups are continuing.
-A man convicted of Impersonating a
physician has boOn sentenced In Texas to 6
years Imprisonment. He pleaed guilty to 4
counts 01 obtaining drugs Illogally and telling
"women he could cure their cancer by having
sex with them.
1i23n9
-Despite polls that show 7()..6()%of Ameri-
cans support the SALT treaties, right-wing
groups are spending hundreds 01 thousands
of dollars to convince Congress they're bad,
-Communist guerrillas in Thailand have
ceased activity during the recent Vietnamese
invasion of cambodia.
-An appeals court has overturned a geg
order preventing publication of CIA spying
activities by antiwar activists.
-Pet owners may have a'much better chance
of surviving a heart attack than people who
don't own pets.
-The Journal Nature reports that cholesterol
may turther the development 01 breast and
colon cancer,
-Drinking may Increase the risk of strokes In
adults under age 40, according to the medical
journal Lancet.
-Oust from tea plantations near Kerlcho,
Kenya may be the reason why that area
receives hailstorms on an average 01 132
days/year. It seems that tea dust Is a better
nucleating agent for Ice crystals than sliver
Iodide, which Is the commercial cloud-
seeding agent.
-Six scientists have quit the buslness-
supported Council for AgriCUltural Science 8.
Technology, citing Improper wording In the
final releases 01 studies on the effoel of
antibiotics In animal feed. The scientists said
bacteria in animals definitely developed
resistance to antibiotics whereas the council's
official report only said they might. 40% 01 all
. antibiotics In the U.S. go directly Into animal
feed.
-A Japanese study Indicates China will be
unable to IInance Its modernization program
by 1985 without $200 billion 01 outside aid
and Investments.
WALL STREET JOURNAL
1/31/79
-Gas steamed Irom coal, producer gas, has
one sixth the heating value of natural gas.
Making It was a substantial Industry fifty
years ago before the advent of natural gas. It
Is now again economically competitive as a
supplemental fuel lor Industrial use.
2/1/79
-A farm In Arkansas trains animals to do
various tricks such as playing planes and
reading poker cards. Its founders. Keller and
Marian Breland, were associates of B.F.
Skinner. The center started when they used
behavior modification to perfect a gulded-'
missile system with homing pigeons.
1IJ,9/79
-In Sweden paternity leave paid by state
insurance Is an Incr£3Slngly popular practice.
10% of the young men now participate for an
average. leave ,tlrr;a of 42 days/year as
compared to 2% of men on paternity leave for
26 days In 1974.
NEW YORK TIMES
1/24/79
,-Mediation by the U.S. In Nicaragua has
lalled, leaving an unstable relationship
between the two r.ountrles. George Hansen
recently visited Nicaragua to support tho
dictator Somoza.
-irhe gas supply for Soviet Armenia and
Azerbaijan has been cut off from Iran during
Iran's present political crisis.
-Exxon has stepped Into the semiconductor
laser business. Semiconductor lasers are
smaller and more convenient to use than
ordinary gas lasers and in the luture they may
become cheaper to make.
hi 6& 6
E -OR E
ONLY NEED APPLY
Front desl<work
Afternoons'
$3.25'per hour
1119/79
-The eastern side of HawaII Island had 5
foot of rain between Jan. 13 and Jan.
la-about a loot of rain per day.
-ABC has announced It will cut children's
advertising tly 1961: President Duffy ex-
plained that the move was to head off
possible governmental actions by the FTC.
@
ial
~
~
11
m
$189 EACH IJ
(with coupon) II
Please, presenUhis coupon. ~ ,
Not valid on take out orders. (fI'
Expires March 17th
Hi " mew, *1ft1t*"
.~.
'* -e @4 4'¢SMb
Women's
Law
Conference,
PickYour Favorite!
You.r favorite
Big Boy Combo
.only $1.89 each
with coupon
Just pick the
petal with your
money saving offer
and enjoy great food
with great savings.'
Big BoyCombo includes:
Big BOy'Hamburger
Soup or Salad,
French Fries
.J88FAMt RESTAURA~Y
You love gopdfood ... Big Boy loves to sen'e i/.
500 S.Capitol B·lvd.
ntsa
I . --
, $189 EACH ,
(with coupon)
\ Please present this coupon. I
~ Not valid on lake out or~ers.,
, Expires March 17th;----~
'CONTINUED FRO,M PAGE
Her own efforts toward educa-
ting women for participation in
public life include the creation of
the Public Leadership Educational
Network.
She also helped to arrange
Carnegie Corporation grant which
enables five colleges to combine
their resources for studying
women in leadership roles: in
Maryland, internships with the
Maryland Legislative Caucus; at
Wells, New York, an outreach
program educates students and
the community; at Spellman, in
Atlanta, a bibliography on black
women in politics is being com-
piled; at Stevens College in Mis-
souri, women in public life are
team teaching classes on govern-
ment and history; and in Pitts-
burgh, an inner city college is
trying to organize neighborhood
women for greater' political action.
Two resource centers are now
available to all women: the Insti-
tute of American Women in Poli-
tics at Rutgers University and the
National Women's Educational
Fund in Washington, D.C.
"I give these examples," said
Ms. Farenthold, "to encourage
other institutions to adapt an idea
to whatever resourcesthey have to
help women to participate in
public life. " Responding to ques-
tions from the audience about lacl<
of funding for "self help," she
stressed that "not just women's
programs; but all human 'needs
will suffer. All countries are in a
state of constant mobilization. D:J
we have the human resources 10
slow down the arms race?" Wittl
that 'question her speech ended.
but her shar,lng otexperience and
commitment with a small audienCE
in isJahornacleposiliva answers to
questions aboutlA'Omen and the
law seem a IIttie-more ·possible.(@;)~,
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Dr. Willard Overgaard, chaIr-
man of the BSU Department of
Political Science, and Dr. Patricia
M. Dorman, professor of Soclol- 'I
ogy, will act as co-directors of the
State Executive Institute estab-
lished this month by Idaho Gover-
nor John Evans to provide for
continuing education programs for
state administrators.
Originally proposed by Over-
gaard to the Governor, the Insti-
tute is modeled after a federal
executive institute established In
1968. It will "provide a program
to upgrade competency among
state government officials." Over-
, gaard said.
CBS Correspondent To
Speak On Black History
CBS News White House corres- Also during those two' days Black History Week will end on
pendent Ed Bradley will be at there will be lectures, panel Sunday with a talk on the "Black
Boise State University Monday, discussions and poetry readings Church in American History." It
Feb. 12 to headline the school's on Black history and culture in the will be held at the St. Paul Baptist
celebration of Black History Week, senate Chambers. Church, 128 Broadway.
'79. 111ursdayat 8 pm the Gospel 111eweek of activities Is spon-
Bradley, who has covered the Choir from 'theMt. Home Air ' sored by the BSU Black Student
White House and anchored the Force Base will give a concert in Union. It is part of national Bla-::k
"CBS Sunday Night News" since the Student Union Ballroom. History Week that Is traditlonaily
1976,will give a free public lecture Admissions is $2. celebrated during February.
,at 8 pm in the BSUSpecial Events , ". @
Center. i!Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l1ll1l1ll1ll1l1ll1l1l1!:
Prior to his Washlngton.assi·gn- . = =
ment, Bradley-covered Vietnam [ T,o,ke' a S·tu.dy Breo,k At· -~=_,
and cambodia for CBS. He was .
fr~e:nOf~~~~as~~hbean~~~~' ICasey's Beer. Depot I,
prior to the communist takeover of -
those capitals. Bradley also ~ 610 Vista Ave. ; ~
covered the presidential campaign = ::
Of~:~:k ~e~i~~~~7~'week of 8 $1.50 Pitchers I
events at BSU designed tohlgl)" .==~5-7 pm 7 da"y' s a week . _::_~
light the contributions Blacks have '
made to American history. Events ~ ..'. .-=- . 5
will run Feb. ,12·18. !fiIllIllIllIIllIllIUIIIIIIIII!IIII11I11I1I11I11IUIUlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIII!lllilllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllffi.
On Tuesday historian Dr.
Edward Reynolds, a native of
Ghana, Africa, and professor at
the University of California-San
Diego will talk at 7 pm In the SUB
Senate Chambers on the African
slave trade and Its impact on
attitudes toward Black people.
A film on "History of the Blacks
in the Pacific Northwest" will be
shown In three parts 9 am-2:30 pm
on Wednesday, 111ursday and
Friday in the Senate Chambers.
111efirst segment will be shown
several times Wednesday, and the
others, Thursday and Friday.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
111eproposed revision passed by
the House mentions only a female
applicant In adding a required test
for rubella, which is commonly
known as German measles.
Ifthe test shows the woman Is not
immune to rubella. the ooctor's
certificate Is to say he has Inform-
ed her of the results and the
medical significance.
Hooper said the provision would
prevent "any more rubella babies
In the Nampa State Hospital."
But Ungrlcht said enactment of
the bill would mean there would
be no moril requirement that
males receive a premarital physic-
al exam. Syphilis tests can
Indicate the presence of other
chronic diseases, such as arthritis,
she said.
Rep. Ermest Hale, R-Burley, said
cOst of the' tests were minimal
compared with what an ePlcJefnic
would cost.
nJpI1nted from T1J9 IdahO St9teer
man- ,,<I
BSU
State
111eproposal stresses the value
of training directed at "executive
personnel, wh6 are faced more
now than ever before with heavy
responsibilities for the future of
effective, democratic govern-
ment in an age of high technology,
rapid change, social complexity,
and expectations cif the public".
Overgaard cites new legal re-
quirements directed at public offi-
cials, " ~ an example," he noted,
many .agencieSare not versed in
labor-management relations in the
public sector."
111estate can benefit financially
from training with the tnstltute,"
Dorman said. "Costs to Idaho will
be cut considerably, because ad-
ministrators will not have ttl go out
of state for this training. We will
be drawing from Idaho resources
and acknowledging the talents we
have here. We hope to design this
program to help all Idaho agencies
in transference of knowledqe,"
said Overgaard. "State adminis-
trators need to share knowledge."
To Head
Institute
Overgaard sees the institute also
as an extenslon of training offered
by Idaho in the Master of Public
Administration decree available
through cooperative efforts of the
University Of ,Idaho, Idaho State
University, and Boise State, "We
recognize tbs general need for
continuing education for all public
administrators," he said.
111einstitute will be housed in
the ReserveStreet Armory, Boise,
and in February will begin coordi-
nating two seminars and four
workshops for about '20 top direct-
ors of state agencies. Subject
material will include, public 'bud-
geting, program evaluation, public
personnel management and labor
'relations. A second stage of the
program will include state ses-
sions for mid-management offi-
cials, and In two or three years,
programs will be set up for
personnel in technical areas such
as data processing, wltti the aim of
instructing 'them in new techno-
logy. @
Pat.
Choose From
Our Selecti~n of
Diamond Jewelry Wat~hes
Earrings Pendants
, and much more
Rick
rn~
Jewelers
1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South of Bronco.Stadium
, .
..
COmB IllIl1D
What's your best bet in today's marketplace? What
can you expect from your first job? Need it be a nine-
to-five one?These andmany other questions related
to entering the job market will be discussed in this
issue of "Insider'~the.free supplement to your
college newspaper from Ford. ' .
Ford hopes these tips about what awaits you in
the job marketwill help you start your career off on
the right track. And if you're in the market for a
new car or truck, we also hope you'll check out the
great lineup. of 79 Fords. ' ,
Look for "Insider''-
Ford's continuing series of "
college newspaper supplements .: FORO OIVISION~
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The debate to publish or not to
publish an Armbiter ever lives!
Over the past seven months,
people from all facets of university
life have asked if the University
Arbiter intends to print a college
humor magazine. Responseto the
question comes only after several
other questions have been consid-
ered, The first of these questions,
iaturally enough, is, is there a
')Iaceon the BoiseState University
:ampus for a college humor publi-
:ation? The answer, I firmly
oelleve, is' yes. From this begin-
ning, however, the questions get
harder. What is the criteria for
college/campus humor? Vv'ho
determines whether or not a piece
of work fits that criteria? Who
writes? Vv'hopays for the publica-
tion? Assuming these questions
are answered, others yet remain,
Vv'hat is the image BSU projects
into the surrounding community?
IWnat is the image that BSU
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THE UNIVERSITY ARBITER sub-
scribes to Colloge Press Service, Pacific
News service, and Universal PressSyn-
dicate.
Articles and Iettere-to-the-edltcr must
be submilled to THE UNIVERSITY.
ARBITER office prior to 5:00 pm each
Friday for possible publication In the
following week's Issue. All Bubmlsslons
must be typewritten, double specss.
and bear Ihe author's namo, addrell8.
phone number and slgnature,and be
loglbly written.
Lettera-to-thlHldltor must not exceed
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I
1. The University Arbiter will
not support such a publication
during this semester; ,
2. The name, Armbiter" under
any spelling may not be used for
any publication not supported by
the University Arbiter;
3. Neither production space nor
office space, nor any supplies, nor
any equipment, nor any other
asset under the control or in the
possession of the University
Arbiter may be used to produce a
college humor publication nor
supported by the University·
Arbiter; .
4. Any University Arbiter staff
member wishing to become in- ~
volved in the production of a
college humor publication during
this semester is at liberty to do so,
as with any activity. The duties
and obligations of the staff posi-
tion held by any such staff
member, however, remain con-
stant and must be fulfilled as a
condltion for that staff member's
continued employment with the
student newspaper.
Sally Thomas,
Editor
ASBSU.Speaks Out
Dear Students:
The purpose of student govern-
ment is to serve the students and
provide any assistance it can to
OUTRIDER
by Garry Wills
Hume, St.Augustine, and Lee Marvin'
asour quacks ill Europe undertake
to cure a person merely from
seeing his water. Isuppose, had
Monsieur Tournefort been of this"
latter kind, he would not, in Con
stantlnople, have been allowed by
the jealous Turks to be furnished
with materials requisite for exerci-
sing his art."
Hume finds traces of this jeal-
ousy even in eountrles that do not
practice polygamy. A young
noblewoman, tasen to Spain to
marry the. king, indelicately ac-
cepted a. gift stocking. The
'. "majordomo" conducting her
snatched it away and said, "A
queen of Spain has no legs." The
poor girl burst into tears, afraid
shewas about to undergo amputa-
tion. .
After considering polygamy,
Hiirne takes up divorce. If it is
argued that a man has chosen his
wife, and therefore should put
with her, Hume retorts that a man
can choose one of several prisons
and it will still be a prison.
Besides, marriage puts an end to
romance: "V\lhoever dreams of
raptures and ecstasies beyond the
honeymonth is a fool."
But atter weighing all factors,
Hume decides that divorce should
10%
9%
10%
On. of lito
..!.!!!!... .!!!!.!!!!.
1. Harvard U.· 54%' 24%
2. U. 01 Calilomla.
Berkeley .
3. U. 01Wisconsin,
Mno,son .' '.
4. Slanford U. .. ..
5. Yale U ..
6. U. of Michigan .
7. Massachusetts Inslllull!
of Technology ;.
8.Comell u; .
9. U. 01 illinois, Urbana •
10. U. 01 California, .
Los Angeles .. .' .
".U. of Washington ..
12. Rockefeller u: ' .
be outlawed because only the law
can keep people together long
enough so that, having outlived
love and Its loss, they may acquire
friendship for' each- other. No
comfort for Ms. Lee in David
Hume.
Surprisingly, a Christian bishop
gives her a bit more sympathy, but
without final comfort. St. August-
ine, who had lived through a
common-law marriage in _early
. life, later wrote that this could be a
real marriage: "If a man and a
woman live togetherwithout being
legitimately joined, not to have
- children, but because they could
not observe continence; and if they
have agreed between themselves
to have relations with no one else,
can this be called a marriage?
Perhaps; but only if they have
resolved to maintain until death
the good faith which they promis-
ed themselves" ("That marriage
Is a Good," 5.5).
It isa Catch-22 situation. The
marriage can be considered a
marriage if it never breaks up. It it
does, then it wasn't. St. August-·
ine, who "dumped" his own
common-law wife at his mother's
insistence, would have made a
good lawyer for Mr. Marvin. @
On. ottlto
IBoII ThoBoot
1. Stanford U.•.•.•••••• ~""'2ii%"'
2. Harvard U. ...••••••• 47% 21%
3. U. of Chicago •. • . • • • 35% 6%
4. U. of Pennsylvania •.•. 32% 4%
5. Northwestem U. •••.• 25% 10%
6. U. of Illinois. Urbana • .25% 5%
7. U. 01Texas, Austin .. .23%' 3%
B. Massachusetts Institule
9 U
OfotTechea')OIOQY.... .. 20%
.. hlomla.
~ Berkeley '20%~~:tl ~~~~ ..;..... 17%
12. c!if Angeles 15%'
umbla U 10%
13. Michigan Stale U..... 10%
those students. I have noticed a
need which I believe student
government must deal with. This
need is that many students suffer
with a problem becausethey don't
knowwhere to go for help. Sothey
just suffer through it.
Some .students already know
that they can gain assistance from
their student body officers, but
unfortunately, the majority of
students don't realize this fact.
I believe it is time, therefore, for
student government to go in a new
direction and begin helping the .
individual student with his or her
problem. Most of the time all it
takes to assist a student is a phone
. call to soine office In the. untver-
slty or. explaining some policy to a
studendor a student to receive the
help that he or she needs.
The question is how does the.
student government make stu-
dents aware that they can receive
help from their elected officers.
, First, media such as the Arbiter
and KBSU should be used.
Second, when the ASBSU Presi-
dent, Vice President,o or other
officer meets with a group he or
she should stress this point to
them, especially to incoming
freshmen when the ASBSU Presi-
dent addressesthem at orientation
meetings. Fourth, a small pamph-
let to be distributed at the beginn-
ing of the fall semester should be
used..
I believe that by using such
methods over a period of time
every student at this University
could know that he can go to his
student body officers and receive
assistance when he doesn't know
where to go for help with his
problem. I believe student gov-
ernment can help these students
and I believe it must because, that
it is the primary reason (or its
existence.
Steve Botimer
ASBSU Vice F:resident
3%
Ono 01 lito
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1. Harvard U. .. ... .. .. • 79% 43%
2. U. of California,
Berkeley 6S% 1~~
3. Stanford U.•••.•••••• ~ 53.%
4. Callfomia Inslituto
01 Technology ••••• • :50%
.5. Messachusans Instltuto
01 Tochnology- ...... 4S%
6. U. 01 WisconSin,
Madison •'. .. .. .. .... 26%
7. U. of INIr.ols. UlIlanii • 18%
8. CoIumbla U. 18%
9. CorneU U•• " lS%
10.lf. of ChIc;ago 15%
THE UNIVERSITY ARBITER Is pub-
lished weekly by the Boise State
University Communlly News service
throughout the rogular academic year
except during finals weeks and holidays
by students of Boise State Unlverslty.
Offices are located on the 2nd floor of
the SUB, and office hours are 8:00 am
to 5:00 prn, Mondays thru Fridays.
Phone (208) 385-1464. Artlclos and
advertising are 50IIciled for the publica-
tlon wllh the edllors reserving the right
to edit all material for relevancy, libel,
and taste. Opinions expressed In THE I "
ONIVERSITY ARBITER are not noces- H P £R dE' 1· . d
~~rnl:~r~?ono~ft~I:~a~ta?~ ~~i~:r~ , ' . ow 'rOlessors ",ate racu nes in 19Fiel s
-Following are ratings, of Caculties in 19fields. based on a survey oC·faculty members, ~~~"'¥1l't~.conducted in 1977 by Everett earn Ladd, Jr ••and Seymour Martin Llpset, The first column
includes, all departments that were rated
among the top five nationally by atleas! 10
per cent oC the respondents. The second
column indicates the percentage of respon-
dents listing the department as being the
"best" in the nation.
should project? What responsi-
bility, asked for or not, does a
student publication have in deter-
mining the image of an university?
Does a student publication cater to
the already established reading
tastes of its audience or does It
create new tastes by publishing
new material and using new
ideas? At BSU, the problem of
administration censorship simply
has not yet existed, bringing even
more responsibility to bear on the,
student publication to censor itself
according to its own criteria; what
is the publication, then, to do with
this responsibility?
Since the questions directly
related to the publication of a
college humor magazine are not
satisfactorily answered and in
response to the persistent inquir-
ies about the publication ot a
Spring '79 Armbiter, I present the
foHowing statements as the official
policy of the University Arbiter:
33% 10%
31% 6%
30% 11%
10% 2%
1~% 1%
18% 6"-
. 14% 5%
14% 2%
14% 1%
11% 2%
10% 1%
0''''
6%
2%
1%
Tjle litigation of actor Lee
Marvin and hIs ex-non-wlfe Is a
mess impertinence. But nothing
can be considered all bad that
makes me re-read David HUrT)e.
Hume's essay on marriage
ranks, for straight-faced counsel-
ing, with Benjamin Franklin's
treatise on taking an older mis-
tress.
Hume sees political merit in
polygarne. Since "divide and
rule" is "a universal maxim," any
man should have several wives to
divide (otherwise hewould have to
cut one in two): "Man,likeaweak
sovereign, being unable to support
himself against -the wiles and
intrigues of his subjects, must play
one faction against another, and
become absolute by the mutual
jealousy of the females."
But after mature consideration,
Hume rejects polygamy, since the
sovereign lord becomessuspicious
if he is not servicing all his ladles
enough, who might look else-
where. Proof of that is found in
the seraglio. One pashawould not
even let a doctor seemore than the
arms of his ladies, stuck out in a
row through a curtain. "Hence,
physicians in the Ea'lt pretend to
know all disorders from the pulse;
1. Com'" U 42%
2. U. 01 WlSconsll'l.
- Madlson 38%
3. Iowa Slate U. 36%
4. Michigan Stal' U. .••• 3t%
1"-
1%
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How Professors
Rated Faculties
in 19 Schools
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
One 0' the
-!.!!!!- .!!!!..!!!!!.
1. Harvard U. ,.......... 89% .39%
2. Massach'lSelts Institute
of Technology 87% 39%
3. U. of Chicago ..•..... 86% 14%
4. Yale U. ......•....... 55% 3%
5. U. of California,
'Berkeley ....•...... 40% 1%
6. Stanford U. 29%' 1%
7. Princeton U. .....•... 23% 1%
8. U. of Michigan 12°{0 0%
9. U. 01Wisconsin,
Madison.. .......... 10% 1%
Or.al 0' the
~'TMee.t
1. Stanford U. .......••• 32% 11%
2. Ohio State U. ...••..• 31% 9%
3. Indiana U. 25% '6%
4. U of Illinois, Urbana . 23% 6%
5. U. of Wisconsin;
Madison .
6. Harvard U. . .
7. U. of Chicago ..
8. Columbia U. . .
9. U. of California,
Los Angeles .......•
10. U. of Califomla,
Berkeley , ..
11. U. of Michigan ..
12. Michigan State U••...
13. U. of Oregon ........
14. Pennsylvania State U.
23% ',4%
20% '0%
20% 4%
18% 3%
17% 4% -
14% 2%
12% 3%
12% 2%
11% 2%
11% 2%
1. Massachuselts Inslltute
. of Technology .. • . • . 63% 32%
2. Stanlord U., ...•.•••.. 57% . 14%
• 3. U. 01 Californla,
Berkeley 56% goA.
4. U. of Illinois. Urbana • 44% 10%
5..U. 01 Michigan 25% 3%
6. Calilornia Institute
of Technology, '.•..•.. 23% 41%
7. Purdue U.· ' 20% 2%
8. U. 01Wisconsin,
Madison 14% '4%
9. comen U. . ., 12% . 4%
10. U. 01 Minnesota' • '•.•... 12'Y. 2'"
One 0' the
-.5_!!!!!.- ~ .
1. Yale U. 79% 52%
2. Harvartl U. 70% 20%
3. U. of Cali lorn la,
Berkeley 64%
4. U. of ChlCi\go •...•.. 37°/.
5. Princeton U. ....•.... 27%
6. Stanford U. 19%
7. U. 01 Virginia ...•.... '19%
O. Johns Hopkins U: .... 18%
9. Columbia U. ......•.. 14%
10. U. olMichigan ....... 13%
11. U. of North Curolina:
Chapel Hill ......... 10%
One ofthtl
-!.!!!!-~
40% 21%1. Yale U.......•.....•.
2. U. of California,
Berkeley .
3. Harvard U. . .
4. U. 01 Wisconsin,
Madison .
5. Princeton U. • .
6. U. of Texas. Austin .. '
7. Columbia U. ~ .
8. fndiana U. .. .
9. U. of Michigan .
10. U. of Norlh Carolina,
Chapef Hill .
l1.Stanford U ..
12. U. of Pennsylvania .
13. U. 01 Illinois, Urbana .
46% 10%
43% 17%
:12% -5%
28% 10%
20% 4%
24% 7%
22% 1%
22% 1%
21% 2%
21% 1%
13% 0%
12% 1%
One ollllo
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1. Harvard U. 02% 45%
2. Yale U. 70% 20%
3. U. of Cal;l;;mla, .
Berkeley' .
4. Princeton U. .. .
5. U. 01 Wisconsin.
. Madison .
6. U. of Michigan .
7. Stanford U .
O. U. of Chicago .
9. Columbia U. . .'•••••••
10. Johns HopkJr,s U. • •••
59% 7%
40% 3~..
32% 2Dk
29% 2%
23% ' 2%
22% 5%
22% 1%
12% ' '-1%
-OM el \lie,_ Tllo_
1. Valo U. 92%-~
2. HBIVllrd U. 89% ,61%
3. U. 01 ChiellgO .. • .. ..!i7% B%
4. Stanlord U. 51% 3%
5. U. 01Michigan .. .. 46% - 3'lIo
6. Columbia 11. 43% 3%
7. U. of C&litDmla. .
BeIlIeley ............24% 'CWo
8. U. of P~ .. : It'lo 3%
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1. U. of California.
Berkeley ........... 65% 20%
2. Princeton U. . ........ 55% 22%
3, Harvard U. ........... 51% 13%
8 4. Stanford U. 44% 11
D/o
5. U. 01ChicagO" : : . : : : : 44% 6%
6. Massachuselts Institute
of Technology ••.•.. 40% 60/0
7. U. of Wiscons,n.
Madison ............ 20% 3%
8. Ueof NOrlh Carolina, 16% 2%naper Hill .........
9. U. of Michigan •...... 14% 1%
10. Yale U.............. 14% 0%
11. ,U. of Illinois. Urbana 12% 1%
One-ol ......
-!.!!!!- .Tht Bu.
1. Ha'rvard U. 65%
2. Stanford U. .. ...... :. 34%
3. Yale U. :............. '29%
4. Johns Hopkins ll. .... 24%
5. U. 01 Califomia, _
Los Angeles ....••.. 22%
6. Columbia U. .•..••... 22%
7. Washington U. (Mo.) . 21%
8. U. of California, San
Francisco Med. Ctr. . 10%
9. Duke U. 13%
10. U. of Pennsylvania .•-, 13%
11. U. 01Washington ... ,. 12%
One 0' the
-!.!!!!-~
1. Indiana U. 67% 33'..
2. U. of Rochester •.•.•• 54% 9%
3. The Juilliard School .• 50% 20%
4. U. 01 Michigan .....•. 44% 4%
5. U. of illinois, Urbana . 39% 9%
6. Yale U. 28% 0%
7. U. 01 Southem
Califomia ••..•..•••• 20% 0%
8. Oberlin C 15%" 0%
9. Northwestem'U 13% 0%
Oneot Ute
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1. Harvard U ' 85%
2. Princeton U. 63%
3. U. 01Michigan •••.••. . 53%
4. U. of Piltsburgh 53%
5. U. of California.
Berkeley ......... ". 35%
6. U.of Califomla, '.'
, Los An,)eles ....•..• 28%
7. Cornell U. . ....•..•..• 20%
8. Yale U: 15%
9. U. of Pennsylvania ••• 10%
10. U. 01Chir.ago ...••.• 10%
11. Stan lord U. 10%
1. U. of California,
Berkeley 66%
2. Catifomia Institute,
of Technology .-:-.... 66%
3. Harvard U. 60%
4. Massachuselts Institute
of Technology . . . . . . 58%
5. Stanford U. .........• 46%
6. Princeton U. •....•... 43%
7. U. of tllinois, Urbana . - 24%
8. Cornell U. 21%-
9. U. of Chicago ..••... 16%
10. Columbia U. 14'10
0%
~". , '~UilJlW~.. . -, - ,.. - - .
1. Harvard U. 81% 29%
2. Yale U. 78% 32%
3. U. 01 Caiiicir;;ia:' .••.•.
Berkeley ........... 63% 9%
4. U. of Michigan .•..... 56% 13%
5. Stan lord U. .. ........ 36% 30/0
6. U. of Chicago .. , .... 35% 44/0
7. Princeton U.. ; ....... 30% 2%
8. U. 01 Wisconsin,
Madison ........... 14% 1%
9. Massachuselts Institule
01 Technolcgy ....... 14% 0%
1. StOllford U. 74% 34%
2. U. of Michigan ....... 56% 17%
3. Harvard U. . ••••..•.• 46% 9%
4. U. of California.
Berkeley ........... 33% 4%
5. Vale U............... 33% 2%
6. U. of Illinois. Urbana . 24% 4%'
7. U. 01 Minnesota .•.••• 18% 6%
8. U. of Pennsylvania •.. 15% 4%
9. U. of Calilomla. ,
13% 1%Los Angeles ........
10. U. of Wisconsin. '
Madison ............ 11% 1%
11. Rockeleller U. ....... 10% 4%
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71% 17%
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56% 17%
55% - 5%
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23% 0%
10'% I'll.
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1. U. 01 ChIcsgo
2. U. of C11l1lomia.
Berkeley ; .
3. Harvard U. .. ..
4. U. of WisconSIn.
Madison ..
5. U. of MichIIIan .
6. Ccllumbla 0. . .
7. U. of NOI1It C&rolIna.
Chapef Hi ..
8. Stanftlld U.
31%
9%
5% '
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Information for this :spoce
is provided .by the Office of
Informqfion Servic~s,Ad.··Bldg.,
Rm·'123,orphone·385-1562
Last Day
Friday, Feb. 16 Is the last day to Ille
applications with the Registrar's Office for
baccalaureate, two year or less degrees,
diplomas and certificates for May graduation,
'as well as the last day to file with
departments for admission to candidacy and
graduation for masters' degrees lor May
graduation.
Teacher Examinations
Students completing . teacher preparation
programs and advant:ed degree candidates In,
specific fields may take the National Teacher
Examinations Feb. 17 and July 21 at test
centers throuqhout the U.S. Further lnforma-
tlon may be obtained from the BSU Place-
ment Service or directly from National
Teacher Examinations, Box 911, Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, NJ 08541.
Robertson at Colloquium
The BSU Foreign Language Colloquium
continues Feb. 15 with Dr. John B. Robert-
son. professor of French, speaking on "Le
desert de I'amour" by Francois Maurlac. The
colloquium will be held In the Teton Room of
the SUB at 4 pm.
Solar Eclipse
BSU will sponsor two free workshops to help
Inform the public about the Feb. 26 solar
, eclipse and how to view I(safely. The lectures
will be Feb. 20 In Science 106 and Feb. 21 In
Education 112. Both evenings Joel Siagg and
John Allen will lead an Illustrated presenta-
tion of the eclipse, at 7:30 pm. At 8:45 pm
they will conduct a workshop on safe vieWing
and photographing of the event.
Eclipse .Telephone
The Department of PhysiCS:Engineering and
Physical Science will sponsor a ,recorded
telephone message beginning Feb; 9 for.
Information about the Feb. 26 solar eclipse.
BSU's, 'open telescope sessions, and other
astronomical events: 385-3ns.
Foster Parent Class Feb. 15·
An eight week course on guiding the sexual
development of foster children will begin
Feb. 15 from 7:30 to 9:30 pm In the Staff
Development center, 801 Reserve Street. For
further Information, call 384-3127.
Seal Design Competition
. CompetitIon for a new design for the official
BSU school seal is now open to all Idaho
resIdents. Designers of the winning seal wrJI
receive $200. More Information about the
contest and entry blanks can be obtained
from Information Services, 385-1562. Entry
deadline is May 1 at 4 pm.
Percussion Concert
The BSU Percussion Ensemble will present a
winter concert Sunday, Feb. 11 at 8:15 pm In
the Music Auditorium. Tickets will be
available at the door at $2 for adults, $1,
students, and Iroo of charge to BSU
personnel, students and senior citizens.
Correspondent Here
CBS News While House correspondent Ed
Bradley will be at BSU Monday, Feb. 12 to
headline the school's celebration of Black
History Week, '79.
Bradley will give a free public lecture at 8 pm
In the Special Events Conter. On Tuesday.
historian Dr. Edward Reynolds from the
University III California-San DIego will talk at
7 pm In lhe SUB Senate Chambers en the
African Slave lrade.
A film, "History 01 the Blacks In the Pacific
Northwest" will be shown several limes
during Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
from 9 am to 2:30 pm In the Senate
Chambers. Also Thursday and Friday there
will be leclUres, panel discussions and poetry
readings on Black history and culture In the
Senate Chambers. Thursday, ,Fob. 15 the
Gospel Choir from Mountain Home Air Force
Base will give a concert In the SUB Ballroom •
AdlJ1lsslon ,Is $2.
ATEll
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Senator Church to Speak
Opening BSU Preview Day activities Feb. 14
will be Senator Frank Church speaking at 10
am In the SUB Ballmon. Church, the
chairman, 01 the Senate Foreign Rolations
committee will then speak In the Big Four
room at 10:30 am.
All departments on campus will participate in
the day's activities which are designed to
inform the public about BSU and Its academic
and vo-tech program. A schedule of all events
will be available at the SUB.
Insurance Rep to Explain
A representative from Continental Life &
Accident Co. will explain the new supple-
mental lile Insurance program for Idaho
employees Feb. 16 In the Nez Perce Room of
the SUB at 11:30 am.
Poly Sci Conference
Idaho politIcal scientists will meet at' BSU
Feb. 9-11 lor the annual Political Science
Association convention. The publlc sessions
Friday 9-11:40 am and 2-4 pm and Saturday
at 9 am will be conducted In tho Nez Perce
Room of the SUB.
Improve Writing Skills
.The English Department writing workshop Is
open Monday through Friday of each week In
LA 220 for students needing to Improve
writing skills. For further Information call
1246, 1231, 3585.
Focus Deadline
The February Issue of FOCuswill go to the
printer Feb. 16. Items for publication should
'be submitted to the Information Services
olfice, Ad. 123, 385-1562, by Feb. 12.
Miss BSU
Those lull time students Interested In the
Miss' BSU scholarship pageant may pick up
applications lorms at the SUB Information
Booth or In the ASBSU office on the second
floor 01 the SUB.
"Proposals for Funds Due
Proposals 10; Title l-a Program funds,
1979-80, are due February 15. Application
materials lor grants in parent education for
child/youth development. continuing educa-
tion for disadvantaged populations, consumer
educatlonltralnlng, education and training
for government officials, and educational
resource sharing are available at the office of
'Dr. Patricia Dorman 385-3406.
Washington's Birthday
Beise Stale will be closed Monday. Feb. 19,
for George Wa3hlngton's birthday holiday.
For further information contact the Personnel
Dopartment, 1616.
Summer Internships
The Idaho Department 01 Admlrihtratlon wIll
place 12 college students In the 1979
Governor's Summer Internship Program
June l1-August 8. Those BSU students
Interested in' applying for the state ,program
may contact the BSU Honors Program, room
4OB-~of the Library, 385-H22. Application
forms will be available In mld·February, and
deadline for applying Is April 6. '
.Wright Poetry Series
The third reading In a year·long series
honoring the lata C.~arles David Wright, pool
and profElSsor01 English at BSU. will, feature
poets Jim Heynen and Carol Bangs, Wedne:l-
day, Feb. 14 at lhe Boise Galler of Art; and
Thursday. Feb. 15, In tho SUB Lookout
Room. Both readings will begin at 8 pm.
Announcements
BSU announcementa will be printed In the
Arbiter on a weekly basis to Inlorm students,
facullY and staffaboul Important dateo and
events. Departments or Individuals who
would like to submit material for the column
should submit It to tho Information services
office. Ad 123, 385-1562, before Thursday 01
each weak.' ,
,. '::--\,
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WRESTLERS WIN lWO· OUT OF THREE
"The eastern Washington meet
should be Interesting becausethey
are always tough. They are cur-
rently rated 5th in the nation in the
NAJA," said Coach Young.
As far as individual matches are
concerned, the Broncos 150
pounder, Elroy Thompson, will
have his hands full with the
defending junior college champion
at 150. Thompson has been wrest-
ling very well lately and should
have an excellent match.
Rex Edwards of BSU at 158
pounds has returned to the line-up
and is making good progress after
an early season injury. Edwards
will playa big part In the Bronco's
run for a sixth' straight Big Sky
Conference championship. @
.Women's
Record
Drops To
2~13
BSU's women's basketball team
lost t.....o games this past weekend.
The Broncos traveled to Washing-
ton University In Seattle, where
they lost 75-72 and to Western
Washington College In Cheney,
Wash. losing n..fJ3.
The two losses dropped Boise
State's overall record to 2-13 and
0-7 in conference play.
Vicki Hileman paced the Broncos
weekend performances with 46
potnts for the two outings: Ruth
Fugleberg contributed 32 points ..
The team returned home after a
weekend of games, anticipating
their upcoming eight games in the
Bronco.Gym.
The POrtland State Vikings visit
BSU Frlr1ay, Feb. 9 ·for an 8 pm
game. On Saturday, Feb. 10, the
seattle University Chleftans will be
the Bronco opponents at 8 pm. ,
Portland State placed fourth In
the 1978 Northwest ReQlon IX
Championships. PSU Is presently
1-5 In coast Division play In the
Northwest Women's Basketball
League and 8-6 overall.
BoI~ State topped PSU In 1978at
Portland }2-65. The two squads
met again In the Regional tourna-
ment, however, and Portland
dropped ~ 66-54.
Coach Connie Thorngren says,
"Portland has more height than
we co, and they're a very mobile
team. This won't be an easy
game."
Saturday'S opponent, Seattle
University, was the Northwest
runner-up in Small College play In
1978. This season the Chelftans
have moved to Division I Large-
College level' and are currently
11-3 losing only to washington,
Washington State and Western
, Washington.
Coach 1hQmgren said, "This Is
the first time we've played seattle.
ihaven't seen them in action but I
.' know they're Intense, talented
team that In.tends to move up J~'
Northwest basketball." ~..• @
......~
Want to spend this summer
sailing' the Caribbean? The
PacIfic? Europe? Cruising oth-
er parts of the world. aboard
sailing or poWer-yachts? Boat
owners 00fKi crews! For free
Information, Benda 15 ce(lt
stamp to· Xanadu, 6833. sci;
GessI1er, Suite 661, Houston,
TX.77036.
The Boise State Wrestling team
improved it's overall dual meet
record to 9-5 this past week. The
Broncos won two .meets and lost
one.
BSU's grapplers were rudely
dumped by BYU 35-12. But got
back on the, winning track by
beating Weber State 26-16 and
Washington State University
-29-10.
Coach Mike Young had expected
an .upset victory against the #10
ranked Cougars. Instead Yound
ended up being upset at this
ended up being upset at his team's
poor performance.
senior Mark Jardine (118)started
the Bronco's dismal showing by
lowing to a BYU freshman wrest- !
ler.
The trend continued as only Scott
Barrett (126) and Dave Amsden
(Hvy) managed victories. BSU
received a forfeit at the 190
weight.
The Weber State Wildcats came
to Boise Friday with a 3-1 Big Sky
record. The Wildcats only confer-
ence loss was to Boise State last
. month.
Again, Jardine began the Bronco
cause. But this time Jardine
routed his opponnent 21-3. Scott
Barrett, Elroy Thompson (150)and
Bill Braseth (1m followed with
decisions.
BSU picked up fortelts at the 158
and Heavyweight divisions.' .
With the conference win, Boise
State upped it's Big Sky record to
4-0.
WSU flew Into town Monday
night looking for a win. Instead the
Cougars got a kick in the face, as
WSU was manhandled by the
Broncos.
Taking decisions for Bolse State
were Brad Allred (126), Joe Styron
(142), kevin Wood (167), Dan
Rowell (190), and Heavyweight
Ray Santucci.
Mike Young's grapplers will now
host Eastern Washington In a dual
meet Wednesday, Feb. 7 at 7:30
pm in the Bronco ovrn.
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ••¥¥¥¥¥¥••••~ If* ~* ~* ~
~ ATTENTION BSU STUDENTS ~
~when youbririg in this coupon, t
$and vour ACTIVITY TICKET,you'll ~
: recieveSl.OO OFFon a game t
~, .. _ofRacquetball." ~
i .(Good only of the fimesligfet!, here: t
~ 12:3Opm,f:OO, 1:30, 2:00 g 2:30pm) ~,
J 10· .. , Coupon Dod 2 weeks onl~ t·
~ ~
~ ~~- ~» ~» iC
** iJ\~rJ H~\~~\~J... it* _n.~* ~~* ~* ~
~ 721rColonial off of Cole Road ~~**********************************
Live tN1hAllic:
Feb. 1~11
LIVE WIRE CHOIR
Feb14~18
LO~TB~~SWAY
~~
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CONNOR'S
BSU's men's basketball team
split a pair of Big Sky Conference
games this past weekend. The
Broncos beat Weber State 7Q.63
and then lost to Northern Arizona
75-73 In overtime.
Boise State needed a road win to
stay In the Big Sky playoff picture.
The Broncos got just that, as they
trounced league leading Weber
State.
at Audrey's
SQUAD
The Wildcats had a 19-4 overall
record, a perfect 7-Q conference
mark and were ranked 19th nation-
ally In UPl's lastest poll.
BSU then traveled to NAU,
where the Broncos nearly made It
two In a row. Connors cagers
played a superb game against the
Lumberjacks, but simply fell short
In the overtime period.
":- victory against NAU would
One
n
ne·.
Miller Brewing Co. and the
Intramural Dept. of Boise State
University have sponsored a one-
on-one basketball tournament on
January 29 and February 1. The
four finalists are: Randy Mansell,
a junior in Business; Mike Love,
freshman, Physical Education;
Q:>ugSprague, senior in Englisn;
and Kelly Troutner, a sophomore
in Business. .
These four will challenge each
other during the half-time of the
BSU vs, ISU game February 8,
Thursday night. They will compete
for schclarshlps and trophies also
sponsored by' Miller Brewing Co.
@
Ladies' Pantsuits
in beautiful spring
colors & styles
Reg. 2499 6 2599
MOW JUST$20 6$211
Nylon nightgowns
kog.699 MOW $444
\""l~ All swe,at,e,rs, dresses,VI" skirts, ,tops AND
,)~1:\ JOGGING SUIT~ ff
l . \\'\ All pants regularlys"
~ MOW ONLY $700
only at. . .
Audrey'S.'·DE
5i20 franklin
SPLITS PAIR PREPARES FOR ISU
have put the Broncos in excellent
shape for a playoff slot. Instead
Boise State's sixth loss of the
season ties it with Idaho and
Montana State for the cellar
position In league play.
BSU got strong, consistent play
this past weekend from senior
forward sean McKenna, and good
contributions from several other
players.
McKenna had 20 points against
Weber State and 21 against North-
ern Arizona.
ear! '.Powell had a good night
against Weber State, canning 17
points, .and John .Mayfleld came
off the bench to hit four of fout
, field goal attempts, making him 12
of 13 from the field against the
Wildcats this -season.
In the NAU game, Dave Rich-
son had 18 points before fouling
.out and John Anderson pulled
down 11 rebounds for BSU.
"The win over Weber State was a
great lift for our team," BSU
Basketball Coach Bus Connor
said. "Actually we played even
better against' Northern Arizona
but came up short. The Important
thing is we feel we're still alive In
the playoffs with three home
names left."
. The Broncos must now prepare
to meet the ISU Bengals, led by
the nation's second leading scorer.
Lawrence Butler, invade Bronco
Gym this Thursday night for a Big
Sky Conference basketball game
against the Boise State Broncos.
Tip off is 8 p.m., Thursday, Feo.
8.
Boise for the second game of the
two-game set. The Bengals won
. the first game last month in
Pocatello, 81-78. In that game,
Butler had 41 points, his career
high at ISU. Last season, Butler
had 34 and 31 points aqalnstthe
Broncos.
For the upconing game· with
Idaho State, Connor said his teart.
needs to play with the same
intensity it displayed this past
weekend and the last time the two
teams played.
"We need to playas hard as we
did the last time we played ISU
and play with consistency. Obv-
iously we can't have Lawrence _
Butler scoring against us like he
has and we just have to do a good
job in defending him and hope he
doesn't start thro,#ing them In,"
Connor said. @'.
-ldahoStatebringsa 10-10overall
mark and 5-4 league record into
I I
is pleased to announce
the appointment of .
the Miller Representative for
Boise StQte University
For a really great time, call your Miller Campus
representative. Find out 'what important ser-
vices, equ iprnent, and ideas can help. make
your event a very successful one. When you've
got the time we've got ...
ll!~,.le~.~M~\ '.~~j .
,', ~ t ., • ,1';.,1
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In 4:17.
In the mile -relay, the Broncos
turned In a 3:25.6 clocking, second
to Idaho State,s winning time of
3:21.4.
Although the meet was not
scored, Jacoby did score the Big
Sky members competing, for his
own use, and found that BSU did
well against league competition.
BSU finished with 49· points,
followed by Idaho State with 37,
Weber State with 30, and tv10ntana
State with 20, among league teams
at the meet. .
"I was dtseppolnted that we
didn't get rnoreflrst places,"
BRONCO THINCLADS DO WEll ATISU ,INDOOR MEET
Jacoby said, "but I was' pleased
with our strong overall team
showing. Out quartermllers have
actually regressed Instead of pro-
gressed because of the poor
weather conditions; 'but our dis-
tance and middle distance people
turned In their best performances
In at least two years. We're'
looking tor aggressive, competlt-
tlve performances and we are
getting that," Jacoby said. '
BSU's Indoor track ·team will
compete again this weekend Ina
meet at Utah State University In
Logan. @
Br~nco. Gymnasts Soar Past Vandals
scoring near 130 with Boise State
scorin.g 120 and British Columbia
In the low 100's. We will be
shooting towards Brigham Young
and Improving our season average
score. Brigham Young University
will be the best team competing In
Boise this year and our toughest
conpetltor. "
BYU topped the Bronco squad
their first meet of the season at
BYU. The Cougar team Is coached
by Rod and Debbie Hili both of
whom have extensive International
cornpetltlve-coschlnq backgrounds
as well as Olympic coaching to
, their credit.
'The Cougar team Includes Renee
Hack, a 5-3 junior from Denver,
CO. and Liz Johns, 5-4 fresh. from
Golden, CO. Both have competed
In Europe. Hack has competed In
meets against Nadia Comanecl
and In 1975' she was Senior
National Balance Beam Champ-
ion. Johns has had USGF national
competitive experience In 1976
and 1977. v:
Bronco Coach Ed Zimmer says,
"The BYU team Is outstanding. I
want to emphasize this for local
gymnastics fans - not just good,
but outstanding."
Preceedlng the Boise State meet
Is the Gem State Invitational
Gymnastics Meet. Some' of the
best intermediate gymnasts,from
the Northwest will be competing.
The meet will begin at 10:00 am in
th.emain gym and a small admis-
sion fee will be charged.
FEBRtJARY SPJEtlAL
We.'re Doing It Again, Folks!
GOING BACK TO 1972 PRICES
AT THE STEAK BARN
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS
DURING FEBRUARY. 5 P,M. TO 11 P.M.
'11•.•00
ONLY
The Boise State University Indoor
track team fared well at this past
weekend's tv10untalnState Indoor
Track Meet In the-Idaho State
Mlnidome.
The .Broncos captured: one first
place but displayed good overall
team strength throughout' the
meet.
BSU sophomore Sean Cafferty of
Boise won the 60 yard high
hurdles In 7.5. Junior Gary L1tt~
of BSUadded a 7.8 effort, good for
fourth place,
Senior Steve .Collier finished
second In the mile, turning in a
BSU Indoor record of 4:10.4. For
his effort, Collier was named BSU
track athlete of the week by BSU
'Coach Ed Jacoby.
Jacoby also named freshman Jim
Stevens of Meridian, ID as field
athlete of the week, Stevens took
second place In the triple jump
with a 'lifetime best 45-31.4. "
In the 440, freshman Kenrick
Camerud of Pocatello was fourth
in 50.8. George Ragan was fifth.
Three Broncos placed In the 60
yard dash. Ken Sam and Narvln
Reid took third and fourth, each
finishing In 6.3. Freshman Carl
Pollard from tv1ountainHome was
sixth in 6.4
Miles Hartlll of BSU was second
in the shot put with a throw of
52-8. Dave Askerlund, a freshman
.from Meridian, was sixth In the
shot with a #3 effort.
Gene Stone ran a 1:57.7 half-mile
for fourth place while Chris Smith
took third In the high jump with a
6-6 effort.
DaveSteffens won his heat In the
three mile and finished sixth
overall with a 14:25.50 time.
That's a BSU Indoor record and
, also a personal best for Steffens.
Tom Mulhern ran a'14:49, third In
the same heat as Steffens.
The Broncos placed second In the
distance medley and the mile
relay. BSU's second place time
was 10:12.3. Barry Boettcher ran
the leadoff 1320yard leg In 3:00,
followed by Rod Pearsall's 440
yard leg of 51:0. Tom Rothenber-
ger turned in a 1:56.8 half-mile leg
and Stan Link ran the final mile leg
.o§§ on the purchase of any pair
of H.,A.S.H.Jeans in the,store.'
@ oif on the purchase of a
, second pair ()f II.A.S.H. Jeans'
(Total $IS.0@savings on 2t pair)
AOne Year full
membership at the'
eo ..rthouse .•.
Idaho's Finest new
racketball facility.
e Enter once a day,
everyday.
() Final drawing
_Sat. Feb. 17th.
liP Need not be
present to win.
7807
Fairvi~w,Boise
Karcher Mall.
CHOICE OF: TERIYAKI, SIRLOIN,
PRIME RIB OR FILLET
Ineludes Bolton Baked Bellnl, Squaw Bread,
salad Bar, Soup Bar, Dessert Ber ...
'AND THI:: BEST STEAKS IN TOWN,
ASK ANYONE WHO HAS EATEN HEREI
\iILM STEAK BARN
G'~\PITOL~'TfOLLEf.E
Bronco gymnasts have remained
unbeaten for three straight weeks.
For It's third consecutive win,
BoiseState scored a superb 121-88
victory over the University of
Idaho. Eastern Washington Univ-
ersity withdrew from the meet due
to injuries and illness. BSU'scoach was disappointed In not
being able to compete against
EWU, but felt there would be no
problem defeating them at reg-
, lonals.
Scores were consistently high
throughout the meet. Boise's a11-
around gymnasts swept first
through fourth place with some of
the highest scores of the season.
Number one 'all-arounder, Patty
Rintala, scored a total of 31.5
while'Mlchelle Kingsbury tallied
her best meet score of 30.6.
Aaclng third was Ceclly Corder
with a 29.0 and Jerrie Sievers took
fourth .wlth a 27.~5.Team spirit
has been stronger In recent weeks
and expressed .posltlve results
with high scoring routines. Coach
Ed Zimmer was pleased with· his
.squad's performance throuqhout
the meet. He was especially
pleased with the Improvement on
balance beam, where the girls had
an event total of 29.25.
This Saturday, FebruarY 10, at
2:30pm the Bronco squad will host
a trl-meet with the University of
British Columbia and Brigham
Young University In the main
gymnasium. According to Coach
Zimmer, "Past performances
Indicate Brigham Young has been
,2STiEA!K
·,DINlURS
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JOCk' scraps
/'If~)\ '. Goll Team Looking For A Few Good
I •I I,l Playera
~:: _ I ,~,J'i1~~Y.~1., The Bolse Stale Goll team Is looking lor~'S-"'--1... Q!J. oxperlenced gollers. Those Interested are
asked to contact GoII Coach John Raynor at
)
the varsity center. Individuals wanting to
~ tryout should contact Raynor before March.
~ -
Race For
The Idaho Lung Association, has
scheduled the 4th annual Nordic
Ski-Along, for Sunday, February
18, In Idaho City. "
All preceeds from the meet will
be used by ILA to maintain
breathing machines donated to the
Association, and loaned out to ~ .
victims of lung disease from the
Equipment Loan Bank Program.
Race Headquarters will be at
sawtooth Mountaineering in Idaho
City. Registration opens at 10:00
am, and race time is 12 o'clock
noon.
Classes will be divided In the
Phone System
BSU·ISU Tlckots Romain
. There are 15 rOSOlVeseats remalnlngf6r
Boise State-Idaho State gamo, Thursday,
Feb. 8. Roserve seats are on sale now at the
Varsity Center TI.ckot Office.
General sdrntsslon sales will begin at 6:30
pm on Thursday at the Gymnasium.
TIJHlff for the BSU·ISU game Is 8 pm In
Bronco Gym.
Basketball Olllcials Needed
The Boise City Recreation Dept. Is now
accepting applications for adult program
baskotball officials. Gamos are played week-
days 7:15 pm to 10:15 pm, three gamos a
night, $8.50 per gamo. start Immedlatoly. An
excellent part time job. Gall Don Christensen
at 384-4;!20 weekdays 8 am 'to 5 pm. McKonna Leads Big Sky In Shooting
BSU senior SoanMcKenna upped hlsloaguo
leading flold goal shooting percentage to
60.1% with another good weekond. McKenna
wont 16 of 25 for 64% shooting over the
weekend.'
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
before you put the original party
on hold, to reach a party that has
been trying to reach your busy
line. It is possible to hold two calls
on the same line and alternate
between them, or you can call out
while another call is holding. Get
the original party back by hanging
up and waiting for a ring.
to reach another line in your
office, pick up your phone -and
.push *7. Answer as if the call
came in on your line.
to transfer a call to another line
on campus, depress the swltch-
hook, listen for three beeps and
dial tone, dial the desired line,
announoe the call, and hang up.
to forward all future calls to
another line, dial #2, listen for the
dial tone, dial the desired exten-
sion, listen for three beeps, and
hand up. To canoel, dial #0.
Two Really ,Super Slide Shows Coming
Up... Unique and Outstanding I
Moonshadow '79' and South 01 Denali (the
original Indian name of Ml. McKinley), to be
presented by Gary O. Grimm and Kat.
Flanagan at the BSU Special Events Center
Wednesday, February 7 at 8:00 pm Moon-
shadow '79' celebratos the total eclipse of the
sun on Fobruary 26, 1979. South 01 Denali
which we have previously referred to as
Wlntor Wilderness Adventuros, depicts akl
touring, winter camping, mountaineering,
northern lights and more.
Sponoored by Open Air Sports and Boise
City Recreation. Admission: $2.00. For more
informalton, call AI at 384-4488.
Other Loaguo Leadera
In addition to McKenna other league
leaders' from Boise Stato and Idaho State
Includo Dave Richardson of BSU with 1.9
blocked shots a game, and of course ISU's
Lawrence Butler who leads the league In
scoring with 28.1 points a game. Butler 15 also
ninth In field goal percentage, fourth In free
throw percentage and sixth In steals. asu's
Freddie Williams Is filth In the leaguo In free
throw shooting, third In assists, eighth In
steals and 16th In scoring. McKenna Is sixth
In tho league In scoring and tenth In free
throw shooting. BSU's John Anderson Is
fourth In rebounding and eighth In assists.
Allen Corder. of ISU Is sixth In asslsts.Mon's Volleyball
Registration beylns March 5 and ends
March 15. Team roglstratlon foo: $50.00.
Players must be at least or .nlgh school
graduaie age. Both fun and competitive
leaguosto be formed. All gamosto be played
at tho Fairgrounds, beginning March·19.
Gamosto be played on Monday, Tuosday and
Wednesday, with starting times of 6:30, 7:30
and 8:30. More Information, call Don at
384-4220.
Broncos Over 50%
Soven Broncos are shooting bettor than 50%
for the season. Soan McKenna,' Freddie
Williams, Dave Richardson, Mike Mundoo,
Brei •Connor, John Mayfield and Tony
Hodges are all above the 50% mark. As a
team, BSU Is back over 50% at 50.1% to be
exact. -
lung Power
follOWing manner for both men
and women participants: 12 years
and under, 13 - 15 years, 16 - 18
years, 19 - 26 years, 27 - 35 years,
36 years and over, and Open
Racing. Class. Any cross-country
racer competing in International
Ski Association, Northwest Pacific
Ski Association or scholastic (in-
tercollegiate) cross-country com-
petition must enter the racing
classes rather than citizen classes.
For more information ~I the'
ldhac Lung Association, 344-6567
or Sawtooth Mountal.neering,
336-8950. .
if you hear three beeps, hang up;
your action was proper. If you hear
a "siren tone", either you goofed
or your phone doesn't work that
way. Hang up and sit tight if you
lost a call.
to dial out side the campus, push
9 and LISTEN for the dial tone;
dail alocaJcall. For long distance,
dial 8, listen for the dial tone, dial
0, and an operator will answer. If
you don't have a campus billing
number, it had better be a collect a
call.
Certain offices in the university
are exempt from the billing num-
ber requirement. Ruyle said' the
prestqent, vice presidents, deans, .
directors .and department· chair-
menhave direct access to a WATS
line, a toll-free 800 system, which
doesnot charge for individual long
distance calls. However, headded,
any Person on university business
who "has [ustlflclatlon" can use
one of the lines.
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0 FrD LoveBundle Bouquet FrD Valentine
T. Bud Vase.
Servlnq Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
HOMEMADE PASTRIES Q HOMEMADE SOUPS
PLAZA LEVEL I-IOFF BUILDING
·J·A··' , J.... :l!' ~". f"
; ' ,.~ , ::. ~ .
·.thurs"n~te,nine o'clock
with area m.us.icians
•~~\ of Ba~cl1118-
~.... tlJ~'Ci-flnewines ~t spe¢ial Prices~ .e
.~ .• for lovers and friends . ~".'
, ~~
V.a.lentine'sDay
'open 9:00am ..for·coffee & pastries'
after hours Fri&Sat till· 4:.00am '
© 1979Flort.u' TraruworldDe1lv<ry..
(,.
Those FrO Florists really
get around .•• for ·you!
FTD LoveBundleO Bouquet, usually avaliable for leSs than $17.50.
, frO Valentine Bud Vase, usually avaUable for less than $10,00. As an
Independent businessman, each frO Aorist sets his 'own prices. Ser· .
vice charges and dellvery maybe additional. Most FrO Aorists llCcept
rpajor credit cards.
p----~~-~~-~---~-~~~_._---~~--,
I.~ESK'A'ING DISCOUNTPASS:
I . ADMIT ONEOMLY .,,' . II .
IZ eOR"S.,5{INCLUDESSKATES,.1
'10 '. r ..: . ,Ii .' IF NECESSARY) I
'I ~ GOOD FOR ANY PUBLIC SKATING SESSION . g'
.;:) e;'btgoodfor EXPIRIIS APAIL1IT.:t17D ".8 D1scoNighl WHERE THE ACTlON',S oasUStudentso I
1 .~ICE SKATING& COMPANY·...I
I. ,.,.. ~, ., 1771 WILDWOOD (FAIRVIEW & WILDWOOD)7t'O, I•.'
r BOISE, IDAHO, 377·1020 . 27 BSUL--~-------------~-~-~-~---~_~
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STUMP'
TRIVIA RAT
by ~ark C. Brough
1. Originally, how many years did
Paul Bryan (Run' For Your Life)
have to live?
2. The cast of the movie "The
Wild Bunch" included four actors
who had won Oscars for other
movies. Name them.
3. What was RayCharles' first No.
1 hit on the national charts?
4. 'Name the year George Plimp-
ton went through spring training
with the Detroit Lions, his uniform
number, and his age at the time.
5. \/\/ho is the only man in history
to swim from Alcatraz to Fisher-
man's \/\/hart wearing handcuffs?
6. \/\/hat historical figure was
played by James cagney in the
1960 film .ue Gallant Hours"?
7. What city skyline provides the
title for a Bob DYlan album?
8. What year did Karen Susman
win Wimbledon?
9. Randolph SCott starred in
"Handman's Knot" (Col., 1952).
\/\/ho played the bad guy?
10. From what New Mexico town
did ~Ioud hail?
IT!
~ To The Edltor =}?.SY":i~i~rt.,';"~~~II;:.
• 3. Southwest District Health
syphilis test prior to obtaining a Department has reported a case
marriage license. ~y thoughts are load of 14 to 19 current reported
as followed: examinations and treatments for
1. This bill is detrimental to VD. Passing the bill does not
those unaware of venereal disease justify tor a total eradication of the
symptoms particularly those who e- diseaseand leaves in my opinion a
have contracted VD and don't "Pass the buck" format to health
know it. Doctors have to admlnis- clinics. Some other example, of
ter different type tests in order to governmental bureaucracy: There
gather a proper diagnosis of most are no Sex Education classes in
diseases. For example, non- Canyon County .School Districts,
gonococcal urethritis may have as therefore, it would seem only
. much of a devastating effect on logical that a possible victim of
one person as does .syphilis or syphilis must walt until she is
gonorrhea, however, jion- married and pregnant to discover
gonococcal urethritis (which is also ".that both parties may be infected.
a communicable disease) will not Possible SOlutions:
warrant its Infestation if doctors I. Health Education in schools
continue to assume that any would provide for a dismissal of
discharge from the penis Is caused syphilis tests. Youth would be
by gonorrhea and that Is not to say familiar with syrntoms; and, 2.
all doctors do sloppy diagnoses. Governmental. Agencies should
2. Tendency has for new fami- work together for better alterna-
lies to have children ayear or more tlves rather than to "Pass the
after marriage; this would put any buck" to separate agencies.
child in jeopardy whose 'mother Sabino Lopez
has an advanced syphilis stagu Nampa, Idaho
m
COMINGED BRADLEY
CBSNews hfte House Correspondentand
Anchorman For CBS eekend News
Monday Feb·12 8:00pm SPEC No Admission Charge
H
Drown Your
Sorrows at the
OLYMPIC ~AR
- .. i08 Front
Syphilis Tests ???
Editor, The Arbiter;
A medical social worker who
spoke to the Chiid Welfare class
Friday, Februaryz, 1979, referred
to a classic example-from what I
understand to be benign neglect.
The Legislation had just passed a
bill desembarking mandatory
KELLY
He~ • Helen, wauld
like 50l'le of m~
nature - ~lll\ck ~
comingattfQction
II . ,~e
# ri 2mB
~" •• \1.·•••••• W•• Y~" •• " •• Y.~Y' •••
-:. Zeffirelli's FOR USWHO ART' IN LOVE :
8> d?Ddl1ED ~ Febllth Starring ~
&> c4d\!CJ:) S· lEt Director: 'Franco Zeffirelli -<32> • pecla ven S Cast: OiiviaHussev, Leonard Lf)
FIn I f1 Whiting, Milo O'Shea ~
• d .UL'fJECl Center . Michael York ~
: FOR THOSEROMANTICALLY RECLINED:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
STUDENTS
SPEA . OUT!!
Wednesday Feb 14
in Boisean Lounge
President John Keiser
Wi~be present in an informal
question and. answer period to
answer any question posed by
anyBSU student concerning
Boise State University
~
iiB. • • ".iq,
IH, I I
MAI\X BROTHERS
FILM FESTIVAL
• The Dig Store (,
etA t the Circus
for thos~ Wild and,Crazy
Guys 6- Gals at Heart
FATHER·HARRY. .
IN CONCERT
SUNDAY FEB 25
3:00 to 5:00pm .
Special Events Center
MONDAY FEB 26
8:00 to 9:30pm
Special Events Center
NO CHARGE
Fatner Harry can be heard
on KBBKFM
Coming
Soon
Coming
Soon
Coming
Soon
Coming
Soon
Interested in Applying for' the
Miss BSU Scholarship. Pageant
Pick Up Application in the ASB
Student Offices 2nd Floor of SUB
",,'
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Editor, the Arbiter listen to"THE HITS" over and
I should like to, take this over again, than come down and
opportunity to comment on a help a few concerned people offer
recent article In your paper about the community an 'alternative.
KBSU. I can't understand If Mr. Hopefully in the future, more
Hughes Is trying to help or hinder. students will want to take advan-
He explains a few of our tage of the opportunities afforded
problems, offers no possible solu- by KBSU. A few of us' have
lions, and then takes pot-shots at already found our ways intoradio
us all the way through the story. careers; and isn't that part of what
His remark that listeners derive no It's all about? I've considered it a
benefits from listening' is really very educational experience. and
'ridiculous. 'I have a few hundred would recommend it to anyone.
letters in my offlee that back me One more question. Why do
up on that. 'He states the "the "
OJ's chair ishardly a classroom": co ege newspaper pieces alwayshave to be critical? Why can't
and that's true, no matter how informative pleces be written,
hard we concentrate, that darn explaining who, what, where and
thing is still just a .chalrl But to when. Reporters always have to
say that people don't learn a great ff th I
deal while they're sitting In It is a 0 e; e r own.i'why", when they
different story. When you are in don f really know, why. I don't
want to come acrossas unapprecl-
the processoflearnlng something,' alive to Mr. Hughes for getting
you are In a classroom type, KBSU a little print In our own
situation. Just like Mr. Hughes is 'college newspaper. Generally
supposedly learning how to be a that's a pretty exprensive thing to
newspaper man; our people are. do. And we do appreciate his
learning how to be disc-jockeys. writing about us. But there is
Some of our people aren't very obviously alot about us he doesn't
good either. understand. We'd appreciate a
Our people work for nothing, little .more research next time ...
absolutely nothing. Just the but the thought was nice.
opportunity to learn. Only those'
who are a part of our six person Sincerely,
rnanaqement staff are paid, and Bob Lilley
the top salary is 140/Mo. Our, ,
secretary is on work-study, so she'
is the highest, paid employee.
The fact that non-students out-
-number - students is sad, but
we've almost given upon the
student body. They would obvi-
ously rather sit in the SUB and
Friend or Foe?
Editor, the Arbiter
UPon' my decision to write a
letter to the Editor, I recognized
immediately the dilemma, name-
ly, what could I possibly write
about? Now I can't write about
Jargonization because I can't spell
it and I fail to see how I can
become functionally illiterate by
expanding my vocabulary. I won't
write on the essence of education
for after alii am not an administra-
tor and they seem to be the only
experts on the subject. I refuse to
write about our Lackluster Senate
for I do not agree with the
hypothesis. It seems to .rne that
any group that can perceive a Yes
out of .three No's is a fiamboyant
and mesmerizing group Indeed.
Lacking Luster? Never. So I
decided to pick a nice nonprovoca-
live, insignificant little twit of a
Fllf·STFJiEO·90.J
subject. Yes, It's about the old
BSU emblem.
John, What the Hell are you
doing? Aren't there more lmpor-
tant problems facing the Univer-
sity? I understand that a 200
dollar reward has been offered to
the originator. If it's the same set
up as the pavilion, they're damn
poor wages for 2 years worm of
work. In short, Sir, I like the old
emblem, and I truly believe that
the refitting costs, the wasted
paper costs, and the various rnd
sundry costs ad infinitum, far
outweigh any gains we may re-
ceive by alterirlg the cosmetics on
our paper. It's the product that
this University turns out every'
spring that signifies the essenceof
the University, Sir, not the letter-
head! Don Foss
KDS~:~ducQtlonal Experience
Editor, The Arbiter:
In response to Mr. Hughes'
recent article regarding KBSU, I
would like to comment on a few
areas of concern he raises.
First, Mr. Hughes claims the
d.], chair at KBSU Is hardly an
educational "class-room" for
training announcers, as only one-
third of our on-air people are
students. BSU offers classes and
education in many areas of busi-
nessand liberal artsand Dr. Jerry
Gephart conducts a radio produc-
tion class and familarizes his
students with KBSU at the start of
each semester. This alone repre-
sents approximately 45 students
actually "I~ by the hand" and
encouraged to get involved. We
continually invite the active parti-
cipation of all enrolled students
and offer an opportunity for .the
public to experience all aspects of
education lneludlnq' the various,
fields of, radio broadcasting com-
prisi,ng of, but not limited to,
music, announcing, news and
related arts.
Learning the skills and develop-
Ing talent in radio broadcasting
takes practice and work. A
student of any school must study
and apply their education to make
it . practical. We at KBSU are
highly encouraged to develop spe-
cial programming, reports, inter-
views and music. To devise,
create and prescribe techniques
and systems to teach, train and
instruct volunteer personnel de-
mands dedication and devotion
from a management staff of exper-
ienced people. If you believe the
service eward they receive in
return allows a full-time student to
survive then you are obviously
Ignorant of today's economy and
the real situation of 'runing a
JI
HO . EST SALEaA-THOM PRICES
STILL ATTt-fE - .
EvergtreenPlczaStor.
. ONLY
Womens denirn &c:ord jeans $8.97
Men's denim & cord jeans $28
°Hash °Brittania - now $1297
°Ziggy °Selected Styles & Sizes
.$60" Long & short dresses
. , $10
'$.t65 Young men's suits
520, $
SALE HOURS·
Fri9:30 -9:00
Sat 9:30 - 7:00
SUn 11 - 5
*FI\I*S.AT
*SUM
r
New Location
Evergreen Plaza
8305 N Cole' Rd oj Downtown807 W Idaho
popular radio station like KBSU.
M. Hughes claimes "feedback
from those tuned In tell a different
story ... It, by wh~t measure Is your
feedback? We have recently
received hundreds of letters of
support, and I invite you to read
them.
We are proud that we reach
people from 'all walks of life, the
entire community lives in Boise
and surrounding areas, not just
BSU students. The students may
be footing ,the bill, but Mr.
Hughes is quite in error when he
states that we would abandon our
educational classification and our
training ground facility! We do
have success stories. In order to
continue "Boise's most unique
form of broadcasting" input is
~ AFTER
~
;' 'NIGHT
, ~ DELIGHT
, OPEN 12:15
SHOW AT
,12:30~.
necessary from everyone In Boise
by way of money, comments and
participation.
If anyone is Interested in the
survival of KBSU contact "The
Friends of KBSU, Inc.", P.O. Box
6623, Boise 83707; 345/2990.
Michele Boch
KBSU Disc Jockey
IcusToJl~l
FRAMING%!J
by you or us
You-frame facilities
ready by February 15.
Fine mouldings, liners,
mats & precision
equipment. Frame
you:,piece correctly at
a low price. '
.'
YOU'LL BELIEVE
A MAN CAN FLY
SUPERMAN
MARLON BRAN DO
GENE HACKMAN
Weekdays: 7:00 &9:30
Sat& Sun: 1:30,4:15,7:00, &
9:30
Also
Quality colors
and brushes
featuring
Winsor &
Newton.
Van Dyke
Artists' Easel
Fine A"rt Papers
by Fabriano,
D'Arches.
Rives
100% Rag& Rice Papers
-409 So. 8th. ".::.~
-~22 '~~
:oil'
i
\ \
\
\
\
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Feb. 7 Feb. 8
YWCA Brown Bag Forum - "RAPE: How to Social Work Workshop: "Coupleheod" 9 am
Avoid It; What to do If It Happens" - Lou to 8:30 pm, SUB Ballroom.
Hammill speaker, 12 noon to 12:50 pm. Financial Aids. Workshop, 8:30 am to 3:30
Income Tax Assistance (VITA), 3-9 prn, SUB pm, SUB. iAda Lounge . Faculty Senate, 3 prn, SUB Senate Chambers Social Work Workshop: "Couplehood," 9 am
Siudent Senate, 4:30 pm, SUB senate Program and 111mpresentation on rape and to noon, SlJB Ballroom.
Chambers its psychOlogical effects, 7-10. pm, SUB Idaho Political Science Ass'n Convenllon, all
Furniture Rellnlshlng Classes, 7-9 pm, 410 N. Ballroom. day, beginning at 9 am, SUB Nez Perce
Orchard, Register at YWCA, Cost: $12 for Teloscopsvlewlng, 8-10 pm, call3B5-3775 for Room.
four weeks plus $13 for supplies. reservations. '. Forensic Compelltlon, all day, Special Events
Films: "Moonshadow," on solar eclipse, and Mon's Basketball: BSU vs, Idaho State, 8 prn, Conter.
"Winter Wilderness Adventures" 8 prn, gym. leo Climbing Trip to Utah, experienced Ice
Special Events Center Jazz Ensomble, 9 pm, Desmond & Moille's climbers only, call 385-1455 for Info.
Wrestling: BSU vs. Eastern Washington, 1010 Broadway, no admission. ' Lecture; :'Past Life Regressions, through
7:30 pm, gym. Hypnosis," speaker Gale Neville, 7:30 prn,
1
-'- --'- __ 1, -" 1 Creative Awareness Center, 1155 Ballantyne,
Eagle, no admission (sessions by appt, Feb.
10-13, 1 112 hr sessions, cost $30).
Women's Basketball: B.SUvs. Portland State,
n om, gym.
[LASSlf~ED
I
CAMPUS DAYCARE has full
day openings, $5'.00 and drop-
Ins, $1.00 per. hour. Gall 342-
8249.
Feb, 10
Idaho Political ScIence Ass'n Convenllon,
\}-11:30 am, SUB Nez Perce Room.
Forensics Competltl\lf1, all day, Speclel
Events Center.
Income Tax Assistance (VITA), 3-9 pm, SUB
Now Student Music Scholarship Auditions, 9
am to 2 pm, Music Auditorium.
"Listening Workshop", conducted by Sandra
King, 9 am to 1 prn, YWCA, 720Washington
st., fee: $6, for memters.: $8 for non-
members.
Children's Theatre: "Beauty and the Beast,"
11 am, Falrvu Cinema .. children (2-12) $1,
adults $1.50.
Film and Lecture Program: "Winter Survi-
val," speaker Odd Bjerke, Internationally
outstanding In winter survival and snow
camping, 7:30 prn, YWCA, 720 WashlngtQn
sr., Admission $1.50.
"Rainbow of Gems," Annual Gem Show,
Western Idaho Fairgrounds.
__ --,- -x-: 1 Gymnasllcs: BSU vs, BYU, B'rltlsh Columbia,
2:30 pm, gym.
Women's Basketball: BSU VB. Seattle, 8 pm,
gym. .
Feb. 9
~ Feb. 12
Black Hlslory Week, '79 - Kick off.
"Nine from Los Angeles," art exhlblt thru
March 8, 9:30 am to 4:30 'pm weekdays,
University Gallery.
Massage Class I, 7-9 pm, Creative Awareness
Center, 1155 Ballantyne, Eagle, $30 for six
weeks.
Film and leclure; "Snake River Birds of
Prey," 7:45 pm, Boise City Llbrary Auditor-
ium, 'no admission. .
Lecture by CBS television news correspond-
ent Ed Bradley, 8 pm, Special Events Center
no admission. I
Renl a luxury 1978 Dreamer molor homel
Sleeps 6 adults. Every convenience. Only
$4O/dayand 10centsamlle. Call 342-5877
evenings;
K.2 SKIS, 175 em with Neveda bindings
$100. Evenings 338-4850.
Feb. 13
lilahO V~lIonal Ass'n Loglslallve Breakfasl,
7:15 am, Food Technology Bldg.
Boglnnlng HATHA YOGA, 7-8:30 pm, Crea-
live Awareness Center, 1155 Ballantyne
Eagle, $30 for six weeks. '
Pracllcal Philosophy, 7:30 to 9 pm, creauve
Awareness Center, 1155 Ballantyne, Eagle,
$30 for six weeks.
Lecture by historian Ed Reynolds' "Afrlcim
Slave T~ade," 7 pm, SUB Senate Chambers.
Wllmen's Aillanco Polluck dinner and meet-
Ing, 6 pm, Multi-eultural center, 2256
University Dr. .' ,
"Rainbow 01 Gems," Annual Gem Show,
Western Id.aho Fairgrounds.
Boise Stale Percussion Ensemble presents
Winter Concert, 8:15 prn, Music Auditorium,
no admission to, BSU personnel, students and
senior citizens.
Film: "Romeo and Juliet," 8 pm Special
Events Center, Students - $.50, Non·students
$1.
l~~"".'" -'
"'1,--
AIllIWflI1I to Stump Trivia Rat
by Mark C. Brough
1. Two years.
2. William Holden, Ernest
Borgnlne, Edmund O'Brien,
Ben Johnson.
3. "Georgia on my Mind" .
4. 1963, "I)", 36.
5. Jack Lalanne.
6. Admiral "Bull" Halsey.
7. Nashville.
8: 1962.
9. Lee Marvin.
10. Taos.
ANNOUN' CEMENTS
Seon:h for new seal-has begun, seemingly
appropriate with Ihe arctlc weather wa've
endured recently; however, the seal In
question will be a new design for tho official
school. emblem. President John Keiser has
announced a contest, with competition open
to any BSU student, faculty, staff or alulT'nl,
as well as residents of the Slate of Idaho.
Entries must be submitted by 4 pm on May 1
with announcement of the winning design
made at commencement ceremonies, May 20.
More Information along with entry blanks can
bo obtained from the Office of Information
Services, 1910 University Dr., 385-1562.
Sense of Community Facilltaled by Resldenl
Advlsol1l-Resldent Advisors, students who
, IIve"ln the residence halls, help to maximize
the residential experience for the members 01
those halls and assist Individuals who may
have special needs In the areas of personal,
career or academic problems.
•The Office of Student Resldontlal Life Is
accepting applications for the Resident
Advisor program for tho 1979-80 academic
year. Applicants must like people, hard work,
helping others and carry.o cumulative GPA of
2.00 or above. If Interested, pick up an
application In Room1100flhe Administration
Bldg. Deadllno Is March 9, 1979. This office
an Equal Opportunity employer.
with an arts organization In the state, Up to
32 credits will be offered by the University of
Idaho.
CETA will pay minimum wage to participants
during the year·long courae plus some Iravel
and relocation costs. To determine eligibility,
Inter'asted persons would Immediately con-
tact their local Job Service Center and llCnd a
resume with lellers of refer!)nce to: George
Michel, Idaho Commission on tho Arts, 304
W. Stato St., Boise, Idaho 63702. For
additional Information, call 384-2119'.
Rope Crlals Alilance NoecD Volllntoon-and
Is scheduling training 10prepare lhem for the
respenslblllty. Lou Hamill, RCA Coordinator,
Is looklno for both men and women. ,18 or
older, who can maintain their aense of calm In
a stressful situation and who wants to give
!lOme time and caring to victims of sexual
assault ana mOlr ramlllas. To lend a helpmg
hand, call Lou at 343-3688.
Poelry Conlest- The Poetry Center 01 the
92nd Street Young Men's and Women's
Hebrew Ass'n and The Nation magazine are
spensorlng their fourth "Discover the Na-
lion" poetry contesl., Small cash priZes,
readings and publlcallon are the rewards.
Deadline Is Feb. 27. Contact: Poetry Center,
92nd Street Y, 1395 Lexington Ave., New
York, NY 10028 (212-427-wDO). '
Want 10 Holp Plan a Parenthood?-Volun-
teers are needed at the Boise office of
Planned Parenthood. Work Is In the areas of
counseling, patient advocacy and clinic work
with training currently underway. If Inter-
ested In gaining valuable experience, please
contact Maggie at 345-0760.
Crafty Poople Needad-Roglstrallon for the
Spring Session I arts and crafts classes has
begtJn and will conllnuethrough Ihe week of
March 5. Adult classes: Ceramics I and II;
Basketry; Palnllng I; Photography I and II;
Stained Glass; Weaving; Spinning; Dyeing.
Children's classes: Clay; Painting and draw-
Ing; Preschool Crafts; Weaving; Dyeing. All
Interested should contact th-e Fort Boise
Community Center or call 384-4128 or
384-4256.
Basic Training for' Field Work In tho
Arts-The Idaho Commission on the Arts Is
now accepting. applications for the second
session of the CETA Arts Management
Internship Program, to begin March 12, 1979.
Nine Interns, selected for training In basic
techniques of managing a non-profit arts
organization, fiscal management, planning,
PR techRlques and fund raising, will receive
four months In classroom Instruction In Bolso,
followed by eight months In the field working
il\ 4i!twee & ·S+&fIi
STANDARD IBM TYPEWRITER.
Excellent condition. $250. Call 377-4300
6-5, Mr, Rhash.
Special this week for effete
Inlellectual snobs and worth 2 free
tickels to .. Romeo &
Juliet" for thO first five answering
correctly: Name the' two emis-
saries In Hamlet who were later
depiCted In a play by a 20th
. Century writer.
WInnerS will receive, two tlcketa
10, this Sunday's movie In the
Special events Conter, plus, one
free column Inch of Arbiter classl·
fled advertising. Contestants
should go Immediately 10 the
Arbiter office-2nd floor SUB-for a,
shot at the big one (we strive to
Inspire creative Imaginations).
1- FOR RENT --~-I VALENTINE FLOWERS. Give memories
, that last. Silk Flower Bouquets by Barlll!ra
Marfln - Sparrow of, "Sea Flight,"
SpecialiZing In weddlngs,'corsAges, and
hair flowers. Appolnlments 344-5209,
375-6073. 10 - 6 MWF.·
2 bedroom double-wide mobile home.
Carpeted, Drapes, wid hookup, .011-
electric, extra Insulation, covered neck,
storage shed. On large lot In rcstrlcted
adult park near ~SU, $16,500. Thomas
342-r039 eves or 385-1464 days.t--- --'_.-:.--!STATE .BARBER COLLEGE
/- -1 -..,----=---..:.---4-- MISCELLANEOUS Short on Money? Long on Hair? Save
Money by Getting Your Hlar CU1 at1------ FOR· SALE -.,.-----l 71 Mazda, 4 speed piston engine, new' . State BarbElr College. With Budget
summer tires plus It even hllll snowtlres 00, PSI THERE GOESTH.E PRIESTHOOD\ Price for Guys & Glrls.Appt. Available.
376-7179. Call 376-5885, 24 hrs. dally, P.O. Box 2210·Maln St., Boise, 342-11720. .
3358, Boise 83703. •
20
